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is document provides a list of web-pages bookmarked as part of the
research for On a Proletarian Soil. e links are presented in the order in
which they were collected, between 4th April 2014 and 3rd August 2017.

e Mental Life of Plants and Worms, Among Others by Oliver Sas | e
New York Review of Books
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2014/apr/24/mental-lifeplants-and-worms-among-others/
Prolapsarian Horkheimer’s Atta on Sohn-Rethel - A Translation
http://prolapsarian.tumblr.com/post/85759701922/horkheimers-attack-onsohn-rethel-a-translation
estioning the Privileges of Tactical Urbanism | Planetizen: e Urban
Planning, Design, and Development Network
http://www.planetizen.com/node/68832?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_
medium=twitter
Does tactical urbanism too-oen beneﬁt the point of view of a privileged
population, leaving behind more pressing needs? In a recent article, Barbara
Ray pushes back on tactical urbanism, citing evidence that such acts of DIY
”resistance” reﬂect the preference of a privileged few, which may not always be
welcome.
Whitehead’s Media eory—a beginning | Adventures in Jutland
http://www.andrewmurphie.org/blog/?p=364
e work/energy crisis and the apocalypse - George Caﬀentzis
http://libcom.org/library/workenergy-crisis-apocalypse-george-caffentzis
Biologists discover electric bacteria that eat pure electrons rather than
sugar, redeﬁning the tenacity of life | ExtremeTe
http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/186537-biologists-discoverelectric-bacteria-that-eat-pure-electrons-rather-than-sugar-redefiningthe-tenacity-of-life
Some intrepid biologists at the University of Southern California (USC) have
discovered bacteria that survives on nothing but electricity – …
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Scientists think they’ve discovered an entirely new mode of plant communication | e Verge
http://www.theverge.com/2014/8/14/6002727/scientists-discover-apossible-new-form-of-plant-communication
Scientists may have discovered a whole new plant language. According to a
new study, published today in Science, a parasitic plant called the strangleweed
is capable of not only sucking out…
e Meaning of Confederalism (Murray Bookin) | e Anarist Library
http://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/murray-bookchin-the-meaning-ofconfederalism
BBC - Future - Homni: e new superorganism taking over Earth
http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20140701-the-superorganism-engulfingearth
A new ’species’ has emerged only in recent decades, says Gaia Vince, yet it is
already having a huge eﬀect on life on our planet. What is it?
A climate of disobedience: the coming destituent ﬂood | ROAR Magazine
http://roarmag.org/2014/09/flood-wall-street-destituent-power/
Flood Wall Street signals radical disobedience, a destituent power that will rise
to inundate the institutions of the political and ﬁnancial order.
Forced to be free: from liberalism to nationalism - LSE eses Online
http://etheses.lse.ac.uk/540/
Taylor & Francis Online :: New constitutionalism, democratisation and
global political economy - Paciﬁca Review: Peace, Security & Global
Change - Volume 10, Issue 1
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/
14781159808412845#.VC2OAcG4ClE
Neoliberalizing Space - Pe - 2002 - Antipode - Wiley Online Library
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1467-8330.00247/abstract
Roll-out Neoliberalism and the Social Economy - Graefe.pdf
http://www.cpsa-acsp.ca/papers-2005/Graefe.pdf
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1979 | 1997 | 2014: why the received wisdom on Scotland’s three referendums is wrong | Promised joy
http://faintdamnation.wordpress.com/2014/10/03/1979-1997-2014-whythe-received-wisdom-on-scotlands-three-referendums-is-wrong/
It has been two weeks since Scotland’s independence referendum and we’re not
short of analysis of what happened and why. However I think there is an angle
that has not been explored in suﬃcient detail, namely the links between the
indyref and the two previous referendums held in Scotland in 1979 and 1997.
For this…
New Priorities |
http://bellacaledonia.org.uk/2014/10/04/new-priorities/
By Richard Gunn In post-referendum Scotland, what might be the implications
of a YES, BUT (1) approach? Essentially, a YES, BUT approach is a reﬂection
on revolutionary priorities. As such, it oﬀers a perspective on which issues
the revolutionary le should view as essential. is perspective is relevant not
merely in the pre-September 18th situation.…
e Idler | Against government: Kropotkin’s deﬁnition of anarism
http://idler.co.uk/article/against-government-kropotkins-definition-ofanarchism/
Frieze Magazine | Arive | Borrowed Energy
http://www.frieze.com/issue/article/borrowed-energy/
Scottish Unionism, British Nationalism and their creeping fascist tendencies
http://www.newsnetscotland.scot/index.php/scottish-opinion/7496scottish-unionism-british-nationalism-and-their-creeping-fascisttendencies
Scoish News, News Scotland - Politics, Referendum, Economy, Culture and
intelligent opinion | Newsnet Scotland, uniquely Scoish
BibliOdyssey: Plant Anatomy Charts
http://bibliodyssey.blogspot.co.uk/2012/12/plant-anatomy-charts.html
Eclectic historic science and art images from rare books and prints
(2) Pin by Sophie Milner on GENERALLY INSPIRING | Pinterest
http://www.pinterest.com/pin/331155378822344123/
la mandragore #mandrake #roots #plant #fairytale #enchantedforest
(2) Pin by Hari Palta, Ph.D. on Ferns | Pinterest
http://www.pinterest.com/pin/24769866673632424/
Fern Prothallus (Gametophyte), via Flickr.
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Stop the TTIP-Dr Paul O’Connell on Vimeo
http://vimeo.com/108948150
1/10/2014 in UNITE the union headquarters Dr Paul O’Connell gives the
lowdown on the trade agreement between the US and the EU
Emancipation & Liberation » SCOTTISH INDEPENDENCE: SHAM OR
GENUINE?
http://republicancommunist.org/blog/2012/10/31/scottish-independencesham-or-genuine/
Emancipation & Liberation » THE MYTH OF “REAL” INDEPENDENCE
http://republicancommunist.org/blog/2012/11/13/the-myth-of-realindependence/
Riard Gunn and Murdo MacDonald talk about e Democratic Intellect
http://www.ragged-online.com/2013/12/podcast-richard-gunn-murdomacdonald-talk-democratic-intellect/
Free Learning For All
Issue 4: e State
http://viewpointmag.com/2014/10/30/issue-4-the-state/
Strategic Legacies • Political Possibilities • Socialist Construction Past and
Present • Rethinking the Political • Logistics of Power • Neoliberalism and
Globalization • Citizen and Migrant • Dear Comrades
Friday the 19th | MESSY REALITY
http://messyreality.net/2014/11/08/friday-the-19th/
e day aer the Scoish independence referendum was a wild one in Glasgow.
I happened by accident to witness some of the extraordinary scenes, and it’s
taken me a while to write them down and share them. But I think Friday 19th
September 2014 is still a day with relevant things we need to think…
Fuligo septica | Heksenboter - Dog’s vomit Slime mold | Flir - Photo Sharing!
https://www.flickr.com/photos/annetanne/6162396878/
Fuligo septica, Dog’s Vomit Slime Mold | Abney Fungi
http://abneyfungi.wordpress.com/2011/08/22/fuligo-septica-dogs-vomitslime-mold/
Well it would have to have been a prey big dog! is is a big slime mold, or
it can be. It lives in wood and feeds until it decides to produce spores, then it
moves to the surface of the wood and it has been described as scrambled egg. It
seems to me more…
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www.digitalnature.org
http://www.digitalnature.org/frames2.php?http://www.digitalnature.org/
fungi/dog%27s%20vomit%20slime%20mold.html
Digital Nature.org: our best digital photos: animal pictures, nature pictures and
wildlife pictures.
Two Months On… oughts on Indyref Political Engagement | Equoid
Squequoid
http://squekkers666.wordpress.com/2014/11/11/two-months-on-thoughtson-indyref-political-engagement/
I’ve been trying to write this Scoish indyref thing for weeks and weeks and
weeks now. It’s been started and stopped so many times. Emotion overwhelms
me – sadness, frustration, anger. My eyelashes tremble with tears and blind
me to what’s on the screen. I bang my head against the keyboard, rendering it
inoperable and…
Traitors For Yes | Mair nor a ro wind
http://mairnorarochwind.wordpress.com/2014/09/07/traitors-for-yes/
With a Yes vote now more possible than ever, and its le-wing advocates in a
particularly excitable mood, here are a few thoughts inspired by Euan McColm’s
latest column discussing what he perceives to be scant evidence that the le
would be strengthened in an independent Scotland. McColm is perceptive in his
analysis of the…
Scotland: State and Devolution…but not Revolution…as yet? | Discover
Society
http://www.discoversociety.org/2014/09/02/scotland-state-anddevolutionbut-not-revolutionas-yet/
Measured – Factual – Critical
e Commons and Defending the Public | Opinion | teleSUR
http://www.telesurtv.net/english/opinion/The-Commons-and-Defendingthe-Public-20141117-0020.html
Can one move from public to commons by going through the state?
Tactical Critique of the Radical Independence Conference, 2012 | Glasgow
Anarist Federation
https://glasgowanarchists.wordpress.com/2012/12/18/tactical-critique-ofthe-radical-independence-conference-2012/
Recently I was accused of being a unionist. e reason for this was due my
refusal to set aside criticisms of the radical independence conference (ric) and
get behind the local campaigns of the Leninist, Trotskyist and state socialist le
to push for independence as the primary goal for socialists (including myself as
an anarchist).…
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e Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
http://criticallegalthinking.com/2014/11/27/transatlantic-tradeinvestment-partnership/
An o told tale at the start of international economic law modules is the failure
of the Havana Charter of 1946 to establish the International Trade Organ
Jacobites and Jacobins: the problem with Yes fundamentalism | Promised
joy
https://faintdamnation.wordpress.com/2014/11/29/jacobites-and-jacobinsthe-problem-with-yes-fundamentalism/
It all seemed so positive at the time. In the run-up to the referendum, many,
many thousands of people took the time to educate themselves, and each other,
about how we in Scotland are governed. Information came to light about
taxation ﬂows, media coverage, oil revenues, voting records, expenses payments.
Everywhere, people were interested in…
e Constitute Project: Comparative constitutional linked data for display,
download, and analysis | Legal Informatics Blog
http://legalinformatics.wordpress.com/2014/12/02/the-constitute-projectcomparative-constitutional-linked-data-for-display-download-andanalysis/
e Constitute Project is a database of comparative national constitutions, with
an interface enabling comparison of provisions, and Linked Data available for
querying or for download. In addition to display of comparative data through
the user interface, the system enables downloads of certain data and metadata,
including an OWL ontology of constitutions, and querying of…
Scientists Discover Children’s Cells Living in Mothers’ Brains - Scientiﬁc
American
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/scientists-discover-childrenscells-living-in-mothers-brain/?WT.mc_id=SA_Facebook
e connection between mother and child is ever deeper than thought
e Rise of Global Trade Cities at Operate Outside the Law
http://io9.com/the-rise-of-global-trade-cities-that-operate-outside-th1670834740
It’s not the Illuminati, but there is a New World Order cropping up all around
us – if we’re willing to look closer and see.
No Glass Ceiling for Worker Bees - NYTimes.com
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/09/science/no-glass-ceiling-for-workerbees.html?_r=0
A study found that though an elite 20 percent of foragers did half of a hive’s
foraging, once they were removed, other bees increased their activity.
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Marx and Recognition | Heathwood Press
http://www.heathwoodpress.com/marx-recognition-richard-gunn-adrianwilding/
In ‘e Oldest Living ings in the World,’ Close-ups of the Almost Eternal
- NYTimes.com
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/13/science/in-the-oldest-living-thingsin-the-world-close-ups-of-the-almost-eternal.html
Rachel Sussman spent nearly 10 years and traveled to all seven continents to
create striking images of organisms that are at least 2,000 years old.
ASLS: Ba to the Future
http://asls.arts.gla.ac.uk/Back_to_the_Future.html
Back to the Future: Negotiating Scoish Sites of Memory, 1707/2014
Populism and Emancipation(s): e Political Legacy of Ernesto Laclau;
Symposium 12 February 2014, Essex University
http://criticallegalthinking.com/2015/01/16/populism-emancipationspolitical-legacy-ernesto-laclau-symposium-12-february-2014-essexuniversity/
Ernesto Laclau died in Seville on the 13th April 2014. By a sort of historical
irony, the Argentinean political theorist missed by only a few weeks the stu
Endnotes: Communisation and Value-Form eory
http://endnotes.org.uk/en/endnotes-communisation-and-value-formtheory
e theory of communisation and Marxian value-form theory emerge from the
same historical moment, mutually complement each other, and point towards
the same radical conception of revolution as the immediate transformation
of social relations, one in which we cease to constitute value and it ceases to
constitute us.
Can capitalism really put ‘All of us ﬁrst’? | Scottish Le Review
http://www.scottishleftreview.org/article/can-capitalism-really-put%E2%80%98all-of-us-first%E2%80%99/
e Dra Scotland Bill and the sovereignty of the UK Parliament | Public
law for everyone
http://publiclawforeveryone.com/2015/01/22/the-draft-scotland-bill-andthe-sovereignty-of-the-uk-parliament/
e Dra Scotland Bill — which aims to implement ”the vow” made by the
leaders of the major UK political parties in the closing days of the referendum
campaign — has now been published. e ﬁrst two sections of the Dra Bill are
of interest (to me, at least) from a UK constitutional law perspective. ey…
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My submission to parliamentary committees on clauses 1 and 2 of the proposed Scotland Bill | Public law for everyone
http://publiclawforeveryone.com/2015/01/29/evidence-to-parliamentarycommittees-on-clauses-1-and-2-of-the-proposed-scotland-bill/
I have wrien in other posts — here and here — about the constitutional
implications of the proposed Scotland Bill arising from the Report of the Smith
Commission. In advance of giving oral evidence on this maer to the House
of Lords Constitution Commiee and the House of Commons Political and
Constitutional Reform Commiee, I have…
BBC NEWS | Scotland | Glasgow, Lanarkshire and West | e last reading
of the Riot Act
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/scotland/glasgow_and_west/7859192.stm
An academic examines the legacy of the riot in Glasgow’s George Square,
dubbed ”Bloody Friday”.
Scottish Review: Bruce Gardner
http://www.scottishreview.net/DominicHinde2a.html
Neither 45, Nor 1
http://www.guttermag.co.uk/?p=484
Emancipation & Liberation » ROLLING BACK SCOTLAND’S ‘DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION’
http://republicancommunist.org/blog/2015/02/24/british-unionists-andscottish-nationalists-attempt-to-derail-scotlands-democratic-revolution/
Canmore Mapping
http://canmoremapping.rcahms.gov.uk/index.php?action=do_
advanced&extenttype=BOX&activelayers=&maritime=&minx=
349263&miny=822344&maxy=822272&maxx=349322
Canmore is the heart of the RCAHMS archive. It provides searchable, map-based
information on buildings and archaeological sites throughout Scotland.
Scottish Independence and the Imaginings of Welfare Futures – and Welfare Pasts! | Centre on Constitutional Change l Researing the issues.
Informing the debate.
http://www.centreonconstitutionalchange.ac.uk/blog/scottishindependence-and-imaginings-welfare-futures-%E2%80%93-and-welfarepasts
Gerry Mooney of e Open University, discusses how social welfare is playing a
key role in the imaginings and visions of what an Independent Scotland would
be like.
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Designing the Urban Commons | Events | LSE Cities
http://lsecities.net/media/objects/events/designing-the-urban-commons
LSE Cities is an international centre at the London School of Economics and Political Science that studies how people and cities interact in a rapidly urbanising
world, focussing on how the design of cities impacts on society, culture and the
environment. rough research, conferences, teaching and projects, the centre
aims to shape new thinking and practice on how to make cities fairer and more
sustainable for the next generation of urban dwellers, who will make up some
70 per cent of the global population by 2050.
(10) Worker Cooperatives and Revolution: History and Possibilities in the
United States | Chris Wright - Academia.edu
https://www.academia.edu/1361193/Worker_Cooperatives_and_
Revolution_History_and_Possibilities_in_the_United_States
By Chris Wright in Sociology and Social Movements. Worker cooperatives have
a long and tortured history, but recently they have been advancing globally
on a more stable foundation than before. In this essay I provide a theoretical
context for the
Encore – Hear where we are : sound, ecology, and sense of place / Miael
Stoer.
http://encore.lib.gla.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb3000395__Ssilence%
20of%20animals__P0%2C2__Orightresult__U__X1?lang=eng&suite=
cobalt
e Formation of Vegetable Mould rough the Action of Worms by
Charles Darwin
http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/2355/pg2355.html
Anti-semitism and National Socialism - Moishe Postone
http://libcom.org/library/anti-semitism-national-socialism-moishepostone
Social Ecology versus Deep Ecology: A Challenge for the Ecology Movement
http://libcom.org/library/social-versus-deep-ecology-bookchin
Moishe Postone and Post Marxism
http://libcom.org/forums/theory/moishe-postone-post-marxism-30052009
Moishe Postone | e Charnel-House
http://thecharnelhouse.org/tag/moishe-postone/
Posts about Moishe Postone wrien by Ross Wolfe
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History and Heteronomy: Critical Essays (UTCP Booklet 12) | Publications
| University of Tokyo Center for Philosophy
http://utcp.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp/publications/2009/06/history_and_
heteronomy_critica/index_en.php
Interview with Slavoj Zizek - full transcript
http://www.newstatesman.com/ideas/2009/10/today-interview-capitalism
Contemporary Political eory - e problem with work: Feminism,
Marxism, antiwork politics and postwork imaginaries
http://www.palgrave-journals.com/cpt/journal/v12/n2/full/cpt20126a.html
Contemporary Political eory is a signiﬁcant and distinctive addition to the
top rank of peer-reviewed journals in political philosophy and theory. It will be
of direct relevance to scholars, researchers, academics and those with an interest
in the wide-range of contemporary political theory and philosophy, including
analytical political philosophy, radical and post-structural political thought,
feminist theory, international relations theory and philosophy of social science.
Moishe Postone, Resources | Marxist Reloaded
https://marxistreloaded.wordpress.com/2012/08/29/moishe-postoneresources/
“Anti-Semitism and National Socialism,” in A. Rabinbach and J. Zipes (eds.),
Germans and Jews Since the Holocaust, New York: Holmes and Meier, 1986.
History and Helplessness: Mass Mobilization and Contemporary Forms of
Anticapitalism e Critical eory of Karl Marx: a Lecture by Moishe Postone
Rethinking the Critical eory of Capitalism Moishe Postone…
In defense of Murray Bookin
http://climateandcapitalism.com/2013/10/30/defense-murray-bookchin/
Ian Angus reviews ’Recovering Bookchin’ – An important book on the anarchist
environmentalist that redeems his reputation and provides an invaluable
overview of the political project he called social ecology.
Deep Ecology & Anarism | e Anarist Library
http://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/various-authors-deep-ecologyanarchism
Deep Green Resistance Bylaws
http://deepgreenresistance.org/en/who-we-are/our-structure/deep-greenresistance-bylaws
Deep Green Resistance - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_Green_Resistance
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Critique and theory: Postone special | Anti-National Translation
https://antigerman.wordpress.com/2012/06/10/critique-and-theorypostone-special/
Introduction: unity, dualism and pluralism - Biology Online
http://www.biology-online.org/articles/collapse_two-kingdom_system_
rise/introduction_unity_dualism_pluralism.html
is paper provides a brief summary of the rise and acceptance of protistology as
a modern, realistic approach to the evolutionary relationships and classiﬁcation
of unicellular eukaryotic organisms…
Class Against Class website
https://libcom.org/library/class-against-class-archive
An Anarist FAQ - A.3 What types of anarism are there? | Infoshop.org
http://www.infoshop.org/AnarchistFAQSectionA3
Index | What’s New | Links | Introduction | Bibliography PDF version of Section A.
Ecofascism: Lessons from the German Experience | e Anarist Library
http://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/janet-biehl-and-peter-staudenmaierecofascism-lessons-from-the-german-experience
Proposed Communist Settlement: A New Colony for Tyneside or Wearside
| e Anarist Library
http://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/petr-kropotkin-proposedcommunist-settlement-a-new-colony-for-tyneside-or-wearside
Kropotkin’s Collected Works
http://dwardmac.pitzer.edu/anarchist_archives/kropotkin/
KropotkinCW.html
Insect Nations: Visions of Ant Society from Kropotkin to Bergson (Axis
Series): Amazon.co.uk: Simon King: 9780955182976: Books
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Insect-Nations-Visions-Society-Kropotkin/dp/
0955182972
Buy Insect Nations: Visions of Ant Society from Kropotkin to Bergson (Axis
Series) by Simon King (ISBN: 9780955182976) from Amazon’s Book Store. Free
UK delivery on eligible orders.
Beyond Primitivism: Toward a Twenty-First Century Anarist eory
and Praxis for Science | e Anarist Library
http://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/charles-thorpe-and-ian-welshbeyond-primitivism-toward-a-twenty-first-century-anarchist-theory
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Kropotkin Was No Crapot | e Anarist Library
http://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/stephen-jay-gould-kropotkin-wasno-crackpot
Social Morals and Ethics of Nature: from Peter Kropotkin to Murray
Bookin DARIO PADOVAN
http://www.democracynature.org/vol5/padovan_morals.htm
Joss Winn | Education, tenology, labour, and property
http://josswinn.org/
Speculation, Acceleration, and the In-Between - &&& Journal&&& Journal
http://tripleampersand.org/speculative-realism-accelerationism-and-thein-between/
Mohammad Salemy addresses the philosophical, political, and anthropological
accounts of why the academia tries to suppress and recuperate accelerationism
Ecology against Mother Nature: Slavoj Žižek on Molecular Red
http://www.versobooks.com/blogs/2007-ecology-against-mother-natureslavoj-zizek-on-molecular-red
e origin of the family, private property and the state : Engels, Friedri,
1820-1895 : Free Download & Streaming : Internet Arive
https://archive.org/details/originoffamilypr00enge
A discussion of Lewis H. Morgan’s Ancient society.
Culture of the Future
http://publishing.cdlib.org/ucpressebooks/view?docId=
ft6m3nb4b2;brand=ucpress
THOSE OBSCURE OBJECTS OF DESIRE: by Andrew Cole - artforum.com
/ in print
https://artforum.com/inprint/issue=201506&id=52280
OVER THE PAST TEN YEARS, people in all manner of disciplines have turned to
things: to maer, stuﬀ, obdurate objects. Oen loosely grouped under the rubric
“new materialisms,” these strains of thought have captured the imagination
of artists and critics alike. e art world just can’t quit them, apparently—a
perverse situation, since art and art history have, of course, already devoted
hundreds of years to thinking precisely about objects as objects. But are things
really as they seem? In the following pages, scholar ANDREW COLE takes the
measure of the two new-materialist philosophies that have come to dominate the
art-world conversation, arguing that object-oriented ontology and speculative realism are beset by contradictions, misguided assumptions, and outright fallacies.
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Zizek and me | Public Seminar
http://www.publicseminar.org/2015/06/zizek3/#.VXDFVRe4ClE
Two myths about the politics of inequality in Scotland | Paul Cairney: Politics & Public Policy
https://paulcairney.wordpress.com/2015/06/09/two-myths-about-thepolitics-of-inequality-in-scotland/
e ﬁrst obvious myth about Scotland is that it is a land of milk and honey
inhabited by a le-wing population that demands equality at all costs – or,
even, that its ﬁnancial advantage combines with consistently social democratic
policies to reduce socio-economic inequalities to a level far below the rest of the
UK. In…
“Listen, Anarist!” by David Harvey
http://davidharvey.org/2015/06/listen-anarchist-by-david-harvey/
“Listen, Anarchist!” A personal response to Simon Springer’s “Why a radical
geography must be anarchist” by David Harvey, CUNY Graduate Center
How the ’ecosystem’ myth has been used for sinister means | Environment
| e Guardian
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2011/may/29/adam-curtisecosystems-tansley-smuts
When, in the 1920s, a botanist and a ﬁeld marshal dreamed up rival theories of
nature and society, no one could have guessed their ideas would inﬂuence the
worldview of 70s hippies and 21st-century protest movements. But their faith in
self-regulating systems has a sinister history, ﬁlm-maker Adam Curtis explains
Biosphere 2 - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biosphere_2#Science
Essay: Stephen Daisley on the SNP and the politics of nationalism | Analysis | Scotland Decides
http://news.stv.tv/scotland-decides/analysis/1322184-essay-stephendaisley-on-the-snp-and-the-politics-of-nationalism/
Essay: What is Scoish nationalism, what is it not, what could it be?. STV’s
digital political correspondent Stephen Daisley tries to pin down the ever-shiing
ideology of the SNP.
e-ﬂux journal 56th Venice Biennale – SUPERCOMMUNITY – Look Above,
the Sky is Falling: Humanity Before and Aer the End of the World
http://supercommunity.e-flux.com/texts/look-above-the-sky-is-fallinghumanity-before-and-after-the-end-of-the-world/
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Origin-of-Life Story May Have Found Its Missing Link
http://www.livescience.com/51106-origin-of-life-chemistryfound.html?cmpid=514627_20150613_47456606&adbid=
10152808362271761&adbpl=fb&adbpr=30478646760
Researchers have found a missing link to explain how the chemical soup that
existed on the early Earth led to the complex molecules needed for life.
Is Materialism a Type of Idealism? | Alexander R. Galloway
http://cultureandcommunication.org/galloway/is-materialism-a-type-ofidealism
Forget Deleuze! | Alexander R. Galloway
http://cultureandcommunication.org/galloway/forget-deleuze
e Rat Paths of New York - e New York Times
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/26/magazine/the-rat-paths-of-newyork.html
How the city’s animals get where they’re going.
e Dark Arts - e Enemy
http://theenemyreader.org/the-dark-arts/
e Strategy of Malcolm X | Diversity of Tactics
https://tacticaldiversity.wordpress.com/2015/06/01/the-strategy-ofmalcolm-x/
Last month many of us celebrated the 90th birthday of the one of America’s
greatest revolutionaries, El-Hajj Malik el-Shabazz, also known as Malcolm X.
at his birthday follows his assassination date (February 21) on the calendar
seems appropriate this year, as Malcolm could be said to be resurrected these
days: from condemnations of US racism at…
Unemployed Negativity: Naturally Historical: On Paolo Virno’s When the
Word Becomes Flesh and Déjà Vu and the End of History
http://www.unemployednegativity.com/2015/06/naturally-historical-onpaolo-virnos.html
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“Fiy shades of green”: Bruno Latour on the ecomodernist manifesto | ENTITLE blog
http://entitleblog.org/2015/06/27/fifty-shades-of-green-bruno-latour-onthe-ecomodernist-manifesto/
*by Bruno Latour* Presentation to the panel on modernism at the Breakthrough
Dialogue, Sausalito, June 2015 Wake up you ecomoderns, we are in the Anthropocene, not in the Holocene, nor are we to ever reside in the enchanted dream
of futurism. Down to earth is the message I hear, but unfortunately not in
the ecomodernist manifesto. ere is one…
An Ecomodernist Manifesto — An ECOMODERNIST MANIFESTO
http://www.ecomodernism.org/manifesto/
Contemporary agriculture: climate, capital, and cyborg ecology
http://libcom.org/blog/contemporary-agriculture-climate-capital-cyborgecology-17072015
We Are Not Human Individuals | Daily Nous
http://dailynous.com/2015/07/24/we-are-not-human-individuals/
6 likes
e Inuit Discovery of Scotland in 1682 | Jardine’s Book of Martyrs
https://drmarkjardine.wordpress.com/2015/07/26/the-inuit-discovery-ofscotland-in-1682/
e Inuit discovery of Scotland certainly took place in 1682, but it may have
happened earlier. How much earlier is not clear. James Wallace (d. September, 1688), a minister in Kirkwall, recorded the arrival of the Inuit in Orkney,
a group of islands which lie just oﬀ the north coast of the Scoish mainland. He…
Physico-Chemical Experiments on the Amphibian Organizer on JSTOR
http://www.jstor.org/stable/81834?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
JSTOR is a digital library of academic journals, books, and primary sources.
e Reticular Fallacy | boundary 2
http://boundary2.org/2014/12/17/the-reticular-fallacy/
By Alexander R. Galloway ~We live in an age of heterogenous anarchism.
Contingency is king. Fluidity and ﬂux win over solidity and stasis. Becoming
has replaced being. Rhizomes are beer than trees. To be political today, one
must laud horizontality. Anti-essentialism and anti-foundationalism are the
order of the day. Call it “vulgar ’68-ism.” e…
John Zerzan and the primitive confusion, by En Attendant - Paul Petard
http://libcom.org/library/john-zerzan-primitive-confusion-en-attendantpaul-petard
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John Zerzan and the primitive confusion - En Attendant
http://libcom.org/library/john-zerzan-primitive-confusion-en-attendant
e Anthropocene Myth | Jacobin
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2015/03/anthropocene-capitalism-climatechange/
Earthworms Synopsis - FSC
http://www.field-studies-council.org/publications/pubs/earthwormssynopsis.aspx
Field Studies council (FSC) is a registered charity commied to helping people
of all ages understand and be inspired by the natural world.
Soil types: a ﬁeld identiﬁcation guide - FSC
http://www.field-studies-council.org/publications/pubs/soil-types-a-fieldidentification-guide.aspx
Field Studies council (FSC) is a registered charity commied to helping people
of all ages understand and be inspired by the natural world.
OS Explorer map OL 62 Correen Hills & Glenlivet | Ordnance Survey Shop
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-coreen-hillsglenlivet.html
Buy OS Explorer Map 62: Coreen Hills & Glenlivet from the OS shop. Standard
paper and weatherproof versions with fast, free delivery.
Developmental Biology 10e Online: Ernst Haeel and the Biogenetic Law
http://10e.devbio.com/article.php?id=219
In the early 1900s, a fusion of evolution and embryology was wrongly interpreted to support a linear (as opposed to a branched) model of evolution. e
interpretation of Ernst Haeckel was that every organism evolved by the terminal
addition of a new stage to the end of the last …
Darwin and the linguists: the coevolution of mind and language, Part 1.
Problematic friends
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1369848607000404
Dyeing - e Lien Dyes
http://www.dyeing.ca/Articles/The-Lichen-Dyes.html
Some of the most useful dyes and the least known are to be found among the
Lichens. ey seem to have been used among peasant dyers from remote ages
but apparently none of the great French dyers used them nor are they me.
Lien Dyes: Preparation and Dyeing on JSTOR
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3858253?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
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Traditional dyes of the Scottish Highlands - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traditional_dyes_of_the_Scottish_
Highlands
Lien - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lichen
Weaving Tartans - All Fiber Arts
http://www.allfiberarts.com/library/aa97/aa090697.htm
About weaving Tartans and dyeing tartan colors with lichen..
Arms dispersal sees solid female demand - Aberdeen Angus Cattle Society
http://aberdeen-angus.co.uk/news/arms-dispersal-sees-solid-femaledemand/
e cormorants of Utrøst
http://cormorants.freehostia.com/cormo_tales/cormo_tale3.htm
How Burgers and Fries Are Killing Your Microbial Balance
http://nautil.us/issue/30/identity/how-the-western-diet-has-derailed-ourevolution
For the microbiologist Justin Sonnenburg, that career-deﬁning moment—the
discovery that changed the trajectory of his research,&#8230;
e Capitalocene | Public Seminar
http://www.publicseminar.org/2015/10/the-capitalocene/
Confronting Fundamental Problems of the Human Condition and Pressing
Problems of the Day
A huge unk of a tardigrade’s genome comes from foreign DNA
http://phys.org/news/2015-11-huge-chunk-tardigrade-genomeforeign.html
Researchers from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill have sequenced
the genome of the nearly indestructible tardigrade, the only animal known to
survive the extreme environment of outer space, and found something …
Rhynie ert - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhynie_chert
Fungi - Scottish Natural Heritage
http://www.snh.gov.uk/about-scotlands-nature/species/fungi/
More than just mushrooms, fungi tidy up lier, help plants grow and are
responsible for many of our major medicines.
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Feminist Review - Finding Our Way: Rethinking Ecofeminist Politics
http://www.palgrave-journals.com/fr/journal/v48/n1/full/fr199450a.html
Feminist Review is a peer reviewed, interdisciplinary journal seing new
agendas for feminism. Produced by a Collective, the journal is commied to
exploring gender in its relationship to other axes of power including race, class
and sexuality.
[Tome] | Plants Communicate Using An Internet Of Fungus - TIMEWHEEL
http://timewheel.net/Tome-Plants-Communicate-Using-An-Internet-OfFungus
TIMEWHEEL is a record label, audiovisual studio and blog.
Karl Marx and the Iroquois - Franklin Rosemont
https://libcom.org/library/karl-marx-iroquois-franklin-rosemont
Elizabeth Cary Agassiz, Louis Agassiz: his life and correspondence, third
edition, Chapter 17: 1852-1855: Aet. 45-48.
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:text:2001.05.0258:
chapter=18&highlight=autochthones
πολιτεία - Wiktionary
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CF%80%CE%BF%CE%BB%CE%B9%CF%
84%CE%B5%CE%AF%CE%B1#Ancient_Greek
Slide Show: e Darwin Children’s Doodles - e New Yorker
http://www.newyorker.com/tech/elements/slide-show-darwin-childrendoodles
Charles Darwin’s household was a boisterous place, as his children’s drawings,
recently digitized by the American Museum of Natural History, aest.
Ernst Haeel and the Unity of Culture | e Public Domain Review
http://publicdomainreview.org/2011/01/24/ernst-haeckel-and-the-unityof-culture/?utm_content=buffera3645&utm_medium=social&utm_
source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer
Marx’s Ecological Notebooks by Kohei Saito • Monthly Review
http://monthlyreview.org/2016/02/01/marxs-ecological-notebooks/
Biodegradation of Polyester Polyurethane by Endophytic Fungi
http://aem.asm.org/content/77/17/6076.full
What Tender Possibilities: Two Meditations on the Oikos - Digital Labor
Working Group
https://digitallabor.commons.gc.cuny.edu/2014/03/05/what-tenderpossibilities-two-meditations-on-the-oikos/
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Mistranslating Marx? e “idiocy of rural life” | Linguistic Capital
https://linguisticcapital.wordpress.com/2011/09/27/mistranslating-marxthe-idiocy-of-rural-life/
[Edit: Draper’s point has been disputed by Mike Ely: see his comments below.]
Given the concern with changing conditions in rural society in much of this
issue (as represented by the work of Amin and William Hinton) we thought that
readers would be interested in the origin of a misunderstanding that surrounds
Marx’s thoughts on…
e ﬁrst European earthworm map is drawn
http://m.phys.org/news/2016-02-european-earthworm-drawn.html
Despite the abundance of earthworms in soils all around the world, there is a
lack of information concerning the geographical distribution of many lumbricid
species. Researchers from eight European countries have collected …
e Maturing of Capitalist Agriculture: Farmer as Proletarian
http://lib.znate.ru/docs/index-289232.html?page=6
is Seattle Artist Wants To Share Her Slime Mold Revelation | KPLU News
for Seattle and the Northwest
http://kplu.org/post/seattle-artist-wants-share-her-slime-mold-revelation
How do you make something called a “slime mold” sound even more disgusting?
Call it “dog vomit slime mold.” It looks more or less like you’d expect, at
Sporangela.com
http://www.sporangela.com/
slime mold, mycology, insect illustration and public art
Slime Mold + Algorithms = Music | Motherboard
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/slime-mold--algorithms--music
is bio artist made slime mold a composer, and it sounds like the robot
apocalypse.
composting the city
http://www.compostingthecity.mobi/berlin/html/performance.html
e vivisection of oikeios: beyond the binary of nature and society
http://libcom.org/blog/vivisection-oikeios-beyond-binary-nature-society25092014
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Against Deep Green Resistance, by Mielle Renée Matisons and Alexander Reid Ross | Institute for Anarist Studies
http://anarchiststudies.org/2015/08/09/against-deep-green-resistance-bymichelle-renee-matisons-and-alexander-reid-ross/
e Radical Turn? For a book that advertises itself as a “shi in strategy and
tactics,” Deep Green Resistance (DGR) has an overwhelmingly dispiriting tone,
and is riddled with contradictions.[1] While DGR provocatively addresses many
pressing social and ecological issues, its opportunistic, loose-cannon theoretical
approach and highly controversial tactics leaves it emulating right-wing militia
rhetoric,…
Scientists Unveil New ‘Tree of Life’ - e New York Times
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/12/science/scientists-unveil-new-treeof-life.html?smid=fb-share
Most of the diversity outlined on the new tree has been hiding in plain sight.
Does Earth have a shadow biosphere? | Aeon Essays
https://aeon.co/essays/does-earth-have-a-shadow-biosphere
Alien life forms might be living right under our noses, but how can we ﬁnd
them if we don’t know what we’re looking for?
Tomorrow’s diet: Food from the laboratory | Environment & Society Portal
http://www.environmentandsociety.org/exhibitions/anthropocene/
tomorrows-diet-food-laboratory
ABDR Mar-2016 - Hoﬀman-ABDR2016.pdf
http://www.mbbnet.umn.edu/hoff/Hoffman-ABDR2016.pdf
NUSclimatefoodconferencerev - Policy_Making_Food_Security.pdf
http://www.asiariskcentre.com/content/conference/Policy_Making_Food_
Security.pdf
Food crisis: causes, consequences and alternatives - Climate & Capitalism
http://climateandcapitalism.com/2010/06/27/food-crisis-causesconsequences-and-alternatives/
William Hoﬀman - MBBNet - University of Minnesota
http://mbbnet.umn.edu/hoff/hoff_w.html
History According to Cattle – punctum books
https://punctumbooks.com/titles/history-of-cattle/
Rhizomes 30 (2016) * antum Possibilities: e Work of Karen Barad
http://www.rhizomes.net/issue30/
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e President of Belgian Magistrates: Neoliberalism is a form of Fascism Defend Democracy Press
http://www.defenddemocracy.press/president-belgian-magistratesneoliberalism-form-fascism/
Neoliberalism is a species of fascism. It must be fought and humanism fully
restored.
Murray Bookin’s New Life | Jacobin
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2016/07/murray-bookchin-ecologykurdistan-pkk-rojava-technology-environmentalism-anarchy/
Meet the philosopher dulings that indulge in abstract thought | New Scientist
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2097527-meet-the-philosopherducklings-that-indulge-in-abstract-thought/
Unexpectedly, ducklings recognise and remember relationships between “same”
or “diﬀerent” objects and colours, showing they can grasp abstract concepts
e-ﬂux journal 56th Venice Biennale – SUPERCOMMUNITY – Uncommoning Nature
http://supercommunity.e-flux.com/texts/uncommoning-nature/
e open source revolution is coming and it will conquer the 1% - ex CIA
spy | Nafeez Ahmed | Environment | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/earth-insight/2014/jun/
19/open-source-revolution-conquer-one-percent-cia-spy?CMP=
share_btn_fb
Nafeez Ahmed: e man who trained more than 66 countries in open source
methods calls for re-invention of intelligence to re-engineer Earth
Lectures by Gilles Deleuze
http://deleuzelectures.blogspot.co.uk/
e class struggle in the ancient Greek world - G. E. M. de Ste. Croix
https://libcom.org/library/class-struggle-ancient-greek-world
We’ve Been Wrong About Lien For 150 Years
http://gizmodo.com/weve-been-wrong-about-lichen-for-150-years1783981617
Hundreds of millions of years ago, a tiny green microbe joined forces with a
fungus, and together they conquered the world. It’s a tale of two cross-kingdom
organisms, one providing food and the one other shelter, and it’s been our
touchstone example of symbiosis for 150 years. Trouble is, that story is nowhere
near complete.
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Primitivism: An Illusion with No Future | e Anarist Library
http://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/stephen-booth-primitivism-anillusion-with-no-future
Stephen Booth Primitivism: An Illusion with No Future 2001 Published by:Green
Anarchist9 Ash Avenue, GalgateLancaster LA2 0NP, UK
Number: Its Origin and Evolution–John Zerzan
http://www.primitivism.com/number.htm
John Zerzan’s Twilight of the Maines - Issue 381 - Fih Estate Magazine
http://www.fifthestate.org/archive/381-summer-fall-2009/john-zerzanstwilight-machines/
What is New Materialism-Opening words from the event | Mainology
https://jussiparikka.net/2010/06/23/what-is-new-materialism-openingwords-from-the-event/
As promised, please ﬁnd below the opening words to the recent New Materialisms and Digital Culture-event by Milla Tiainen and me. e event was ﬁlled
with great talks by a range of scholars with diﬀering disciplinary backgrounds,
and ended up with the dance/technology-performance Triggered (composed by
Cheryl Frances-Hoad, Tom Hall and Richard Hoadley, choreography by…
Is mindfulness making us ill? | Life and style | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/23/is-mindfulnessmaking-us-ill
It’s the relaxation technique of choice, popular with employers and even the
NHS. But some have found it can have unexpected eﬀects
From Simians to Cyborgs: Looking for New Narratives – Woman as Cyborg
https://courseblogs.bard.edu/lit3046f14/?p=45
Fabrizio Terranova *Donna Haraway: Story Telling for Earthly Survival*
http://www.beursschouwburg.be/en/event/147879/new/#!147879
Native Appropriations | Representations Matter
http://nativeappropriations.com/
e tardigrade genome has been sequenced, and it has the most foreign
DNA of any animal - ScienceAlert
http://www.sciencealert.com/the-tardigrade-genome-has-beensequenced-and-it-has-the-most-foreign-dna-of-any-animal
Water bears just got even weirder.
Charvaka - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charvaka
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History of atheism - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_atheism
Tentacular inking: Anthropocene, Capitalocene, Chthulucene | e-ﬂux
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/tentacular-thinking-anthropocenecapitalocene-chthulucene/
Trump and the ird Position – Re & Light
http://reftlight.euromaidanpress.com/2016/08/10/trump-and-the-thirdposition/
Fascism & Anti-Fascism
http://kersplebedeb.com/mystuff/books/fascism/fashantifash.php
Why Witcra Is Making a Comeba in Art
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-why-witchcraft-is-making-acomeback-in-art
Johanna Oksala on Foucault, Marx and Neoliberal Subjects - eory, Culture & Society
http://www.theoryculturesociety.org/johanna-oksala-on-foucault-marxand-neoliberal-subjects/
TCS is an academic publishing cluster now based at Goldsmiths, University of
London. It comprises the academic, peer-reviewed journals eory, Culture &
Society and Body & Society, as well as the eory, Culture & Society Book Series.
Marx on Primitive Accumulation: a Reinterpretation.
http://homepages.uel.ac.uk/M.DeAngelis/PRIMACCA.htm
Village Atheists, Village Idiots | Sam Kriss
http://thebaffler.com/salvos/degrasse-tyson-kriss-atheists
Sam Kriss on Neil deGrasse Tyson, B.o.B., and the “rational” world of the New
Atheists.
’Living inkwork’ Re-visited
http://stefan-szczelkun.blogspot.co.uk/2016/09/living-thinkwork-revisited.html
If You Don’t Have Bread, Eat Art!: Contemporary Art and Derivative Fascisms - Journal #76 October 2016 - e-ﬂux
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/76/69732/if-you-don-t-have-bread-eatart-contemporary-art-and-derivative-fascisms/
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Abnormal Encephalization in the Age of Maine Learning - Journal #75
September 2016 - e-ﬂux
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/75/67133/abnormal-encephalization-inthe-age-of-machine-learning/
http://www.placehaing.co.uk/tag/subterranean/
http://www.placehacking.co.uk/tag/subterranean/
On the origins of cells: a hypothesis for the evolutionary transitions from
abiotic geoemistry to emoautotrophic prokaryotes, and from prokaryotes to nucleated cells | Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B:
Biological Sciences
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/358/1429/59
On the origin of bioemistry at an alkaline hydrothermal vent
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2442388/
Decolonising Science Reading List – Medium
https://medium.com/@chanda/decolonising-science-reading-list339fb773d51f#.3ui46dl08
In the last couple of weeks, a lot of people have been asking me about what I’ve
been reading as reference points for my commentary on the…
Peter Singer: On Racism, Animal Rights and Human Rights - e New York
Times
http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/05/27/peter-singer-onspeciesism-and-racism/?_r=1
Can our degradation and abuse of other species be compared with racism,
sexism and other crimes against fellow humans?
Newly Revealed Letters from Heidegger Conﬁrm His Nazism
http://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2016/10/18/in-his-own-words/
If you had any lingering doubts—not that you should’ve—Heidegger’s leers to
his brother will convince you of his deep ties to the Nazi Party.
e First Known Depiction of a Wit on a Broomsti
http://hyperallergic.com/332222/first-known-depiction-witch-broomstick/
In the 15th century, the image of the witch ﬂying on a broomstick ﬁrst appeared,
its meaning laden with sexual and spiritual depravity.
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How a Guy From a Montana Trailer Park Overturned 150 Years of Biology
- e Atlantic
http://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2016/07/how-a-guy-froma-montana-trailer-park-upturned-150-years-of-biology/491702/?utm_
source=aofb
Biology textbooks tell us that lichens are alliances between two organisms—a
fungus and an alga. ey are wrong.
Culture as Organization in Early Soviet ought
http://crucible.org.aalto.fi/spherical/
Gender: Nature retraces feminist and queer engagements with biology and
science - Utret University
http://www.uu.nl/en/news/gender-nature-retraces-feminist-and-queerengagements-with-biology-and-science
e book, which is the second of ten volumes in the Macmillan Interdisciplinary
Handbooks series on gender, is edited by Iris van der Tuin.
Scottish witcra book published online - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-37789413
e pages of a 350-year-old book used to record the names of those accused of
witchcra in Scotland are published online.
Joseph Beuys - English Subtitles - How to Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare
1/2 - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mo47lqk_QH0
Enjoy the videos and music you love, upload original content, and share it all
with friends, family, and the world on YouTube.
Remember is When You Talk About Standing Ro by Kelly Hayes —
YES! Magazine
http://www.yesmagazine.org/how-to-talk-about-standing-rock-20161028
Adolph Reed: Identity Politics Is Neoliberalism
http://bennorton.com/adolph-reed-identity-politics-is-neoliberalism/
Race theorist Adolph Reed says identity politics ”is not an alternative to class
politics; it is a class politics … of the le-wing of neoliberalism.”
Twenty-First Century Victorians | Jacobin
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2016/10/victorian-values-fitness-organicwealth-parenthood/
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Birds are more like ‘feathered apes’ than ‘bird brains’ | Environment | e
Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/radical-conservation/2016/
nov/05/birds-intelligence-tools-crows-parrots-conservation-ethicschickens
For centuries scientists dismissed birds as dumb based on physical diﬀerences in
their brains. How wrong we were.
Stone — University of Minnesota Press
https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/stone
A beautifully wrien account of stone’s intimacy to what it means to be human
Researers send text message using emicals - e Verge
http://www.theverge.com/circuitbreaker/2016/11/18/13675494/chemicalsignals-text-stanford-electronics
We take it for granted that modern communication systems — everything from
smartphones to the internet — use electronics to send and receive messages, but
what if that weren’t the case? A group of…
Trump’s Occult Online Supporters Believe ‘Meme Magic’ Got Him Elected
| Motherboard
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/trumps-occult-online-supportersbelieve-pepe-meme-magic-got-him-elected
According to members of this internet tribe, which largely identiﬁes with
so-called “alt right” white nationalism, Donald Trump will become the 44th
President of the United States thanks to their&hellip;
Ur-Fascism | by Umberto Eco | e New York Review of Books
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/1995/06/22/ur-fascism/
Timothy Morton: Ecology without Nature | CCCB LAB
http://lab.cccb.org/en/tim-morton-ecology-without-nature/
We interview the philosopher Tim Morton, author of “Dark Ecology”, who
proposes that we rethink the way we see ecology, anthropocentrism and art.
Anti-Semitism at the core of Heidegger’s philosophy - Dialog International
http://www.dialoginternational.com/dialog_international/2014/06/antisemitism-at-the-core-of-heideggers-philosophy.html
For decades students of philosophy have quarreled over Heidegger’s involvement
with the Nazis. Was it just a ”ﬂirtation”, as so many scholars - especially French
scholars - have insisted? Totally irrelevant to his philosophy? Or is there a
fundamental aﬃnity…
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Heidegger and ”Putin’s Brain” - Dialog International
http://www.dialoginternational.com/dialog_international/2016/03/
heidegger-and-putins-brain.html
e Russian political scientist Aleksandr Dugin is known as ”Putin’s Brain”
since his writings and lectures serve as the philosophical and ideological
underpinnings to ” neo-Eurasianism” and Putin’s expansive foreign policy
initiatives. Aleksandr Dugin cites Heidegger as his greatest source…
deep ecology « Amerika
http://www.amerika.org/tag/deep-ecology/
Pentti Linkola: Ecofascism and Deep Ecology
http://www.penttilinkola.com/pentti_linkola/ecofascism/
Pentti Linkola - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentti_Linkola
Greg Johnson, ”Heidegger on Nietzse, Metaphysics, and Nihilism” |
Counter-Currents Publishing
http://www.counter-currents.com/2015/03/heidegger-on-nietzschemetaphysics-and-nihilism/
3,292 words Spanish translation here Heidegger’s central philosophical topic has
a number of names: the sense (Sinn) or meaning of Being, the truth
Proton pump - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proton_pump
Ecologism | Georgetown University Press
http://press.georgetown.edu/book/georgetown/ecologism
Books in ethics, international aﬀairs, linguistics, and political science.
How ecologism is the true heir of both socialism and conservatism | British
Politics and Policy at LSE
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/how-ecologism-is-the-true-heirof-both-socialism-and-conservatism/
Rupert Read argues that being concerned about the environment is consistent
with both socialism and conservatism. True conservatism is not adherent to
Ecology (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ecology/
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inking in the Deep: Inside the Mind of an Octopus - e New York Times
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/27/books/review/other-minds-petergodfrey-smith.html?smid=fb-share&_r=0
In “Other Minds,” Peter Godfrey-Smith shows how the abilities of the octopus
oﬀer insight into the evolution of animal intelligence.
Blake, Heidegger, Buddhism, and Deep Ecology: A Fourfold Perspective
on Humanity’s Relationship to Nature | Romantic Circles
https://www.rc.umd.edu/praxis/buddhism/economides/economides.html
is article engages with debates regarding Deep Ecology, especially the
charge that this branch of environmental philosophy constitutes a dangerously
Romantic form of eco-fascism. is study makes a case for the necessity of
Deep Ecology’s challenge to anthropocentric humanism, while acknowledging
the risks of this enterprise from an historical vantage point. Parallels between
Deep Ecology and Buddhism are examined in order to illuminate non-occidental
sources of thought which inﬂuence the DEA (Deep Ecological Approach).
Finally, Deep Ecology’s endebtedness to Romanticism—speciﬁcally to William
Blake and Martin Heidegger’s phenomenology of poiesis—is also acknowledged,
but in a manner that resists a reductive interpretation of what is at stake in
these discourses.
Ecofascism.pdf
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/twimberley/EnviroPhilo/Ecofascism.pdf
Ecofascism - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecofascism
Parmenides, Greek fragments and Burnet’s English translation
http://philoctetes.free.fr/parmenides.htm
Europe’s oldest pagans: the deep forest life of Mari people – in pictures |
Art and design | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2016/dec/21/europesoldest-pagans-mari-people-ikuru-kuwajima
Ikuru Kuwajima photographed the Mari El republic in Russia over the course of
the year, speaking to locals about witchcra and paranormal activity
Hegel versus Heidegger - Journal #32 February 2012 - e-ﬂux
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/32/68252/hegel-versus-heidegger/
Heidegger’s Seminar on Hegel: Pay Attention to Dates – not philosophy
http://notphilosophy.com/heideggers-seminar-on-hegel-pay-attention-todates/
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Framing Heidegger: Tenology and the Notebooks – not philosophy
http://notphilosophy.com/framing-heidegger-technology-and-thenotebooks/
Heidegger and Marx | Review by Sean Ledwith http://marxandphilosophy.org.uk/reviewofbooks/reviews/2014/961
Martin Heidegger Critiques Karl Marx - 1969 - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQsQOqa0UVc
Here, on German television, Heidegger rebuts Marx’s famous claim that
philosophers only interpret and do not actually change the world … Heidegger
replies …
Heidegger, Reiﬁcation and Formal Indication | Nythamar De Oliveira Academia.edu
https://www.academia.edu/2379944/Heidegger_Reification_and_Formal_
Indication
Before Nature: Cuneiform Knowledge and the History of Science,
Roberg
http://www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/B/
bo24663151.html
e book Before Nature: Cuneiform Knowledge and the History of Science,
Francesca Rochberg is published by University of Chicago Press.
Lokayata/Carvaka – Indian Materialism | Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy
http://www.iep.utm.edu/indmat/
Apocalypse Whatever — Real Life
http://reallifemag.com/apocalypse-whatever/
e making of a racist, sexist religion of nihilism on 4Chan
Bertrand Russell & Buminster Fuller on Why We Should Work Less, and
Live & Learn More
http://www.filmsforaction.org/articles/bertrand-russell-and-buckminsterfuller-on-why-we-should-work-less-and-live-and-learn-more/
Why must we all work long hours to earn the right to live? Why must only
the wealthy have a access to leisure, aesthetic pleasure, self-actualization…?
Everyone seems to have an answer, according…
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2016: the year Magic broke into Politics | e Dark Mountain Project
http://dark-mountain.net/blog/2016-the-year-magic-broke-into-politics/
A network of writers, artists and thinkers centred on the Dark Mountain journal.
Join us in search of new stories for troubled times.
David MacRitie - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_MacRitchie
Fians, Fairies and Picts : MacRitie, David, 1861-1925 : Free Download &
Streaming : Internet Arive
https://archive.org/details/fiansfairiesandp17926gut
Book from Project Gutenberg: Fians, Fairies and Picts
Fàd a’ Chaorain | e Dark Mountain Project
http://dark-mountain.net/blog/fad-a-chaorain/
A network of writers, artists and thinkers centred on the Dark Mountain journal.
Join us in search of new stories for troubled times.
Dave Foreman still aligning with bigots | Earth First! Newswire
http://earthfirstjournal.org/newswire/2011/09/30/dave-foreman-stillaligning-with-bigots/
A co-founder and former editor of the Earth First! Journal, Dave Foreman, once
again spotlighted for his association with Apply e Brakes and other anti
Dave Foreman’s Man Swarm: Defending wildlife by attaing immigrants
http://climateandcapitalism.com/2012/04/25/dave-foreman-defendingwildlife-by-attacking-immigrants/
Ian Angus reviews Dave Foreman’s new book, Man Swarm and the Killing
of Wildlife. It’s a compendium of every anti-human (and especially antiimmigrant) argument you’ll ever hear from a self-proclaimed conservationist.
Neanderthals Were People, Too - e New York Times
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/11/magazine/neanderthals-werepeople-too.html
New research shows they shared many behaviors that we long believed to be
uniquely human. Why did science get them so wrong?
Prehistoric forest uncovered by storms in Cardigan Bay - in pictures | UK
news | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/gallery/2014/feb/21/prehistoricforest-uncovered-by-storms-in-cardigan-bay-in-pictures
e skeletal trees of Borth forest – last alive 4,500 years ago and linked to lost
kingdom of Cantre’r Gwaelod – appear at shoreline
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A ﬁrst-person account of the cultural renaissance happening at Standing
Ro.
http://www.upworthy.com/a-first-person-account-of-the-culturalrenaissance-happening-at-standing-rock?c=reccon3
Antigone’s Autothonous Voice: Eoes in Sophocles, Hölderlin, and Heidegger | IWM
http://www.iwm.at/publications/5-junior-visiting-fellows-conferences/
vol-xxv/antigones-autochthonous-voice/
Rethinking the Polis: Implications of Heidegger’s questioning the political
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S096262989900089X
Anthropogenic metabolism - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropogenic_metabolism
Metabolism - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metabolism#Xenobiotics_and_redox_
metabolism
e Wit’s Reading List | Sarah Anne Lawless
http://sarahannelawless.com/2010/12/04/the-witchs-reading-list/
South Downs pre-Roman ’farming collective’ discovered - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-sussex-36771564
Evidence of large-scale prehistoric farming is discovered aer aerial laser
scanning was carried out in the South Downs National Park.
Lost Dark Age kingdom hidden for 1,400 years discovered in Scotland | e
Independent
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/lost-dark-agekingdom-kingdom-of-rheged-hidden-1400-years-scotland-discoverronan-toolis-christopher-a7543541.html
A long lost kingdom dating from the Dark Ages is thought to have
been discovered in Scotland, archaeologists have said. e site at Trusty’s
Hill in Galloway was known to be a centre of Pictish culture.
e Strategy of Ecosystem Development
http://habitat.aq.upm.es/boletin/n26/aeodu.en.html
Scientists ﬁnd ’oldest human ancestor’ - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-38800987
Researchers discover the earliest known ancestor of humans - and many other
species.
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IMAGINE 2050Environmentalists Risk Reputations by Aligning with Bigots - IMAGINE 2050
http://imagine2050.newcomm.org/2011/09/29/environmentalists-riskreputations-by-aligning-with-bigots/
More Immigration = More Americans = Less Wilderness | Earth Island
Journal | Earth Island Institute
http://www.earthisland.org/journal/index.php/eij/article/foreman/
Human Population Growth
http://rewilding.org/rewildit/our-programs/population-growth/
”e massive growth in the human population through the 20th century has
had more impact on biodiversity than any other single factor.” –Sir David King, s
e Anthropocene and Ozymandias | e Dark Mountain Project
http://dark-mountain.net/blog/the-anthropocene-and-ozymandias/
A network of writers, artists and thinkers centred on the Dark Mountain journal.
Join us in search of new stories for troubled times.
e Strange History of Steve Bannon and the Biosphere 2 Experiment |
Motherboard
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/the-strange-history-of-steve-bannonand-the-biosphere-2-experiment
Here’s what happened when Trump’s chief strategist was given a mock Earth.
Holy Pig: Taiwan parade draws crowds and cruelty claims - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-38851189
Big crowds turned out for the annual Lunar New Year contest and parade,
despite accusations of cruelty.
View NNW from Lumsden Water Treatment… (C) Stanley Howe :: Geograph Britain and Ireland
http://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/2273014
At Woodend. Boghead Farm [[NJ4822]] in middle distance.
Treatment Plant disposal wells (C) Stanley Howe :: Geograph Britain and
Ireland
http://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/2273034
A fenced area near Lumsden Water Treatment Plant, assumed to be where plant
eﬄuent is disposed of into the ground.
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Drinking Water ality in Scotland 2004 Annual Report by the Drinking
Water ality Regulator
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2005/07/25110914/09248
Annual Report by the Drinking Water ality Regulator for Scotland
Animal Consciousness (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/consciousness-animal/#mtt
Andrew Whiten - University of St Andrews
https://risweb.st-andrews.ac.uk/portal/en/persons/andrewwhiten(00983056-5f70-4a76-ad39-5820ce066bf3).html
Humans are not alone in computing how others see the world - University
of St Andrews
https://risweb.st-andrews.ac.uk/portal/en/researchoutput/humans-arenot-alone-in-computing-how-others-see-the-world(5de0b491-4981-44b8bb91-c74b317a0141).html
Xenofeminism and New Tactics for the Le
http://canadianart.ca/features/xenofeminism/
An open-ended, multi-voiced, online manifesto repositions feminism, technology
and the political le.
omas Urquhart - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Urquhart#Works
Abstract Culture: Digital Hyperstition - Urbanomic
https://www.urbanomic.com/book/abstract-culture-digital-hyperstition/
REFLECTIONS: Murray Bookin
http://dwardmac.pitzer.edu/anarchist_archives/bookchin/dismal/
dismal.html
e age of humanism is ending | Opinion | Analysis | M&G
http://mg.co.za/article/2016-12-22-00-the-age-of-humanism-isending?utm_content=buffer27a4e&utm_medium=social&utm_source=
facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer
e age of humanism is ending
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Why nature restoration takes time | EurekAlert! Science News
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-02/nioe-wnr020717.php
’Relationships’ in the soil become stronger during nature restoration. Although
all major groups of soil life are already present in former agricultural soils, they
are not really ’connected’. ese connections need time to (literally) grow, and
fungi are the star performers. A European research team led by the Netherlands
Institute of Ecology (NIOO-KNAW) has shown the complete network of soil life
for the ﬁrst time. e results are now published in Nature Communications.
ese rebellious teens resisted the Nazis by beating up Hitler Youth, and
some paid with their…
https://timeline.com/these-rebellious-teens-resisted-the-nazis-by-beatingup-hitler-youth-and-some-paid-with-their-83d3b2fa61b6#.6x80u8oxs
On July 17, 1943, the Düsseldorf-Grafenberg branch of the Nazi party reported
to the Gestapo on the growth of a new menace. Certain “youngsters,” party
members warned, “aged between 12 and 17, hang…
ROAR Magazine
https://roarmag.org/essays/communalism-bookchin-directdemocracy/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_
campaign=Feed%3A+roarmag+%28ROAR+Magazine%29
BBC - Earth - Religion can make us more environmentally friendly – or
not
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20170206-religion-can-make-us-moreenvironmentally-friendly-or-not
You might think that being religious would make you more likely to care about
the natural world. But the truth is not so simple
Council apologises for planting trees in middle of North-east football pit
- Evening Express
https://www.eveningexpress.co.uk/fp/news/local/council-apologisesplanting-trees-middle-north-east-football-pitch/
Self-willed land - advocacy for wild land & nature
http://www.self-willed-land.org.uk/
Ba to Basics 3-Rewilding - b2bv3.pdf
http://flag.blackened.net/radicalanthropology/writings/b2bv3.pdf
Waiting For Death: Ecopsyology as Human Supremacism - San Diego
Free Press
http://sandiegofreepress.org/2017/02/waiting-death-ecopsychologyhuman-supremacism/
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Deep Ecology And e Alt Right « Amerika
http://www.amerika.org/politics/deep-ecology-and-the-alt-right/
Charles Bamba, Heidegger’s Roots: Nietzse, National Socialism, and
the Greeks: e Journal of Modern History: Vol 77, No 3
http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/497732?journalCode=
jmh
An Establishment Conservative’s Guide To e Alt-Right - Breitbart
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/03/29/an-establishmentconservatives-guide-to-the-alt-right/
An Establishment Conservative’s Guide To e Alt-Right
What Makes People Vote Republican? | Edge.org
https://www.edge.org/conversation/jonathan_haidt-what-makes-peoplevote-republican
BBC - Earth - Reviving woolly mammoths will take more than two years
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20170221-reviving-woolly-mammothswill-take-more-than-two-years
A project to bring back the extinct woolly mammoth is underway, but it will
take many years - and it will not be a mammoth, exactly
Civilisation, Primitivism and anarism - Anarkismo
http://www.anarkismo.net/newswire.php?story_id=1451
e primitivist critique of anarchism is based around the claim to have
discovered a contradiction between liberty and mass society. In other words
they see it as impossible for any society that involves groups much larger than
a village to be a free society. If this was true it would make the anarchist
proposal of a world of ’free federations of towns, cities and countryside’
impossible. Such federations and population centers are obviously a form of
mass society/civilisation. Anarkismo.net is an anarchist publishing project
composed of groups who agree with the Anarkismo statement Anarkismo.net is
a international anarchist-communist news service
Police remove last Standing Ro protesters in military-style takeover | US
news | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/feb/23/dakota-accesspipeline-camp-cleared-standing-rock
Armed occupation brought an anticlimactic and forlorn end to the camp, which
had been home to thousands of activists opposing the Dakota Access pipeline
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Dakota Access Pipeline Protest Camp Goes Up In Flames | Time.com
http://time.com/4679689/dakota-access-pipeline-protest-camp-fire/
Last remnants of the Dakota Access pipeline protest camp went up in ﬂames as
opponents of the project set ﬁre to makeshi wooden housing.
e Banality of the Anthropocene — Cultural Anthropology
https://culanth.org/fieldsights/1074-the-banality-of-the-anthropocene
e Secret Student Group at Stood Up to the Nazis | Smart News | Smithsonian
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/the-secret-student-groupstood-up-nazis-180962250/
e White Rose was short-lived, but its words were hard to ignore
Professor Diane Purkiss — Keble College
http://www.keble.ox.ac.uk/academics/about/dr-d-purkiss
A Spell to Bind Donald Trump and All ose Who Abet Him: February
24th Mass Ritual
https://extranewsfeed.com/a-spell-to-bind-donald-trump-and-all-thosewho-abet-him-february-24th-mass-ritual-51f3d94f62f4#.1k06m4lyn
is document has been making the rounds in a number of magical groups both
secretive and public. It was allegedly created by a member of a private magical
order who wishes to remain anonymous. I…
Wites cast ’mass spell’ against Donald Trump - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-39090334
ousands of followers of witchcra say they cast a spell to stop the US president
causing harm.
How Brain Scientists Forgot at Brains Have Owners - e Atlantic
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/02/how-brainscientists-forgot-that-brains-have-owners/517599/?utm_source=twb
Five neuroscientists argue that fancy new technologies have led the ﬁeld astray.
is ’Cyborg Rose’ Grows Functioning Electronic Circulatory Inside its
Stem and Leaves - ScienceAlert
http://www.sciencealert.com/this-cyborg-rose-grows-electroniccirculatory-inside-its-stem-and-leaves
A new energy system inside living plants.
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Autism and Shaman (Autism Mongolia) - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_M3KrCCP8c
A young Mongolian shaman (Khotgoid) drums to take on his grandfather spirit
at a small private ceremony outside of Ulaanbaatar.
e Wit of Atlas - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Witch_of_Atlas
Like start-ups, most intentional communities fail – why? | Aeon Essays
https://aeon.co/essays/like-start-ups-most-intentional-communities-failwhy
Most utopian communities are, like most start-ups, short-lived. What makes the
diﬀerence between failure and success?
Folkish Odinism by Wyatt Kaldenberg — Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs,
Lists
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/18654142-folkish-odinism
Folkish Odinism has 16 ratings and 7 reviews. Woody said: I have read all of
Wya’s books on Odinism, and have learned something useful from each. is …
New Brand of Racist Odinist Religion on the Mar | Southern Poverty Law
Center
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/intelligence-report/1998/newbrand-racist-odinist-religion-march
A racist brand of neo-Paganism, related to Odinism, spreads among white
supremacists.
rewilding « Amerika
http://www.amerika.org/tag/rewilding/
American Blogger Praises Oslo Shooter | Southern Poverty Law Center
https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2011/07/26/american-bloggerpraises-oslo-shooter
An explosion of never-before-seen minerals could mark the dawn of a new
geological epo - ScienceAlert
http://www.sciencealert.com/an-explosion-of-never-before-seenminerals-could-mark-the-dawn-of-a-new-geological-epoch
is eclipses the Great Oxidation Event.
Explaining Brexit and Trump: Sear for a Method – ADAM TOOZE
https://www.adamtooze.com/2017/03/01/explaining-brexit-trump-searchmethod/
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Conscious consumerism is a lie. Here is what you can really do to save the
environment. — artz
https://qz.com/920561/conscious-consumerism-is-a-lie-heres-a-betterway-to-help-save-the-world/
As a sustainable lifestyle blogger, my job is to make conscious consumerism
look good. Over the course of four years Instagramming eco-friendly outﬁts,
testing non-toxic nail polish brands, and writing sustainable city guides, I
became a proponent of having it all—fashion, fun, travel, beauty—while still
being eco-friendly. So when I was invited to speak on a panel…
Rabbit hole leads to 700-year-old Knights Templar cave - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-39193347
Photographer Michael Sco found the underground sanctuary aer stumbling
across a video online.
Why araeology needs to come out of the cave and into the digital age |
Science | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/science/blog/2016/dec/21/whyarchaeology-needs-to-come-out-of-the-cave-and-into-the-digitalage?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Twiitti
Far from being stuck in a stuﬀy past, the unifying message of modern archaeology is vital for steering us towards a positive future
Earth First! e Underbelly Exposed | ecology.iww.org
https://ecology.iww.org/texts/misc/EarthFirstUnderbellyExposed
ecology.iww.org - Dave Foreman
https://ecology.iww.org/taxonomy/term/43/feed
In the blood, myths, magic mystery of menstruation
http://www.menstruation.com.au/contributors/moonflow.html
In the blood, a look at some of the history, myth, magic and mystery behind the
menstrual cycle. Does the menstrual cycle have meaning in todays world?
menstrual blood as fertilizer? - Grow Organic! - tribe.net
http://greenthumbs.tribe.net/thread/58a9da21-8393-4f89-927861cbafb5eaa2
Meet Silicon Valley’s Secretive Alt-Right Followers | Mother Jones
http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2017/03/silicon-valley-tech-altright-racism-misogyny
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e Paradox of Enlightenment
https://viewpointmag.com/2017/03/13/the-paradox-ofenlightenment/?utm_campaign=shareaholic&utm_medium=
facebook&utm_source=socialnetwork
A curious symptom of the resistance to theory on the Anglo-American le is a
ﬁxation on the Enlightenment. e striking paradox of this ﬁxation is the antiintellectual appropriation of a trend of European philosophy, which is credited
with introducing the now inviolable standards of secularism, republicanism,
rights, freedoms, and equality.
Orion Magazine | Forget Shorter Showers
https://orionmagazine.org/article/forget-shorter-showers/
WOULD ANY SANE PERSON think dumpster diving would have stopped Hitler,
or that composting would have ended slavery or brought about the eight-hour
workday,
New Zealand river granted same legal rights as human being | World news
| e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/mar/16/new-zealand-rivergranted-same-legal-rights-as-human-being
Aer 140 years of negotiation, Māori tribe wins recognition for Whanganui
river, meaning it must be treated as a living entity
Watery Oﬀerings: Women and Water in the Middle Ages | e History of
Emotions Blog
https://emotionsblog.history.qmul.ac.uk/2014/05/watery-offeringswomen-and-water-in-the-middle-ages/
Revolution and American Indians: “Marxism is as Alien to My Culture as
Capitalism”
http://www.filmsforaction.org/news/revolution-and-american-indiansmarxism-is-as-alien-to-my-culture-as-capitalism/
e following speech was given by Russell Means in July 1980, before several
thousand people who had assembled from all over the world for the Black Hills
International Survival Gathering, in the…
Complex societies evolved without belief in all-powerful deity : Nature
News & Comment
http://www.nature.com/news/complex-societies-evolved-without-beliefin-all-powerful-deity-1.17040
Emergence of politically sophisticated societies may be assisted by faith in
supernatural spirits, but does not need ”big God” religion.
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Joseph Watts
http://www.josephwatts.org/research-highlights/
e Darkness at the End of the Tunnel: Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Neoreaction | Viewpoint Magazine
https://www.viewpointmag.com/2017/03/28/the-darkness-at-the-end-ofthe-tunnel-artificial-intelligence-and-neoreaction/
As the consumer-oriented liberalism of Bill Gates and Steve Jobs gave way to
the technological authoritarianism of Elon Musk and Peter iel, this strange
foundation paved the way for “neoreaction,” or, in a distorted echo of Eliezer
Yudkowsky’s rationalist vision, the “Dark Enlightenment.”
Should wolves be introduced in Scotland? - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-34520909
Wolves have been hunted to extinction across much of Europe but it seems
where they have been thriving, their growing numbers may be causing problems.
Earth First! 8, no. 2 | Environment & Society Portal
http://www.environmentandsociety.org/mml/earth-first-8-no-2
Primitive ought
https://libcom.org/library/primitive-thought
6. e Bloody Side of Primitivism
https://libcom.org/library/anarchism-vs-primitivism/6-the-bloody-side-ofprimitivism
Dismodernist ethics | ParaSynronies
https://rickgodden.com/2013/07/11/dismodernist-ethics/
A few choice quotes from Davis about Dismodernism as ethics (and not just as
an identity category): is is a very diﬀerent notion from subjectivity organized
around wounded identities; rather, all humans are seen as wounded. Wounds
are not the result of oppression, but rather the other way around. Protections
are not inherent, endowed by the…
Lipsti Fascism | Jacobin
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2017/04/alt-right-lana-lokteff-racismmisogyny-women-feminism/
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Meet Daniel Friberg, the Swedish mining tycoon bankrolling the alt-right’s
global media empire
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/meet-swedish-mining-tycoon-bankrolling-altrights-global-media-empire-1608221
Daniel Friberg has sponsored websites, think tanks and publishing houses to
spread white nationalist ideology.
Areofuturism: Amazon.co.uk: Guillaume Faye, Miael O’Meara:
9781907166099: Books
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Archeofuturism-Guillaume-Faye/dp/
1907166092/ref=pd_sim_14_10?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=
F517VJBP9BNKPHN9BVTS
Buy Archeofuturism by Guillaume Faye, Michael O’Meara (ISBN:
9781907166099) from Amazon’s Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible
orders.
Paleofuturism for the Man; Areofuturism for the People | Ja Donovan
http://www.jack-donovan.com/axis/2013/11/paleofuturism-for-the-manarcheofuturism-for-the-people/
Julius Evola - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Evola
Alternative Right: THE REDUNDANCY OF THE DARK ENLIGHTENMENT
http://alternative-right.blogspot.com/2014/03/the-redundancy-of-darkenlightenment_26.html
e Benedict Option In Trump’s America | e American Conservative
http://www.theamericanconservative.com/dreher/the-benedict-option-intrump-america/
Resurrecting woolly mammoths is exciting – but it’s a fantasy | London
Progressive Journal
http://londonprogressivejournal.com/article/view/1575/resurrectingwoolly-mammoths-is-exciting-but-its-a-fantasy
Resurrecting woolly mammoths is exciting – but it
Frontier esis - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frontier_Thesis
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Healthy soil is the real key to feeding the world
https://theconversation.com/healthy-soil-is-the-real-key-to-feeding-theworld-75364
Conventional wisdom says we need industrial agriculture to feed the world. Not
so, says geologist David Montgomery: Practices that focus on creating healthy
soil can transform agriculture.
From ﬂask to ﬁeld: How tiny microbes are revolutionizing big agriculture
https://theconversation.com/from-flask-to-field-how-tiny-microbes-arerevolutionizing-big-agriculture-67041
Researchers are developing biological tools that can boost crop yields to feed
a growing world population without harming human health or the environment.
Exiting the Vampire Castle
http://www.thenorthstar.info/?p=11299
Mark Fisher on Russell Brand, the Twier Le, Identity Politics and Class
Struggle
#StandingRoSyllabus – NYC Stands with Standing Ro
https://nycstandswithstandingrock.wordpress.com/standingrocksyllabus/
Contents: Preface Key Terms Oceti Sakwoin Oyate Territory and Treaty
Boundaries 1851-present Timeline of United States seler colonialism Readings by eme and Topic Suggested Citation: NYC Stands
with Standing Rock Collective.
2016.
“#StandingRockSyllabus.”
hps://nycstandswithstandingrock.wordpress.com/standingrocksyllabus/.
Download: PDF version of the #StandingRockSyllabus including all readings
(80MB) PDF version of the #StandingRockSyllabus without readings (<1MB)
Preface…
Jeune Bretagne - Metapedia
http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Jeune_Bretagne
What Will Become of Scotland’s Moors?
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2017/05/scotland-moorshighlands-conservation-land-management/
e future of the nation’s signature landscape is murky amid debates over class,
culture, and nature.
e Undying Appeal of White Nationalism - IT’S GOING DOWN
https://itsgoingdown.org/undying-appeal-white-nationalism/
Dark Enlightenment Reading List | Free Northerner
http://freenortherner.com/dark-enlightenment-reading-list/
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Neoreactionary movement - RationalWiki
http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Neoreactionary_movement
Was Sexual Abuse Normal in the Middle Ages? | e Public Medievalist
http://www.publicmedievalist.com/got-rape-and-middle-ages/
A recent episode of Game of rones has raised serious questions about one of
the most disturbing aspects of medieval culture…
Women and Gender in Medieval Europe: An Encyclopedia - Margaret
Saus - Google Books
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=aDhOv6hgN2IC&pg=PA743&dq=
middle+ages+swelled+the+ranks+of+prostitutes&hl=en&sa=X&ei=
XrxjVYMcwdywBdO-guAE&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false
From women’s medicine and the writings of Christine de Pizan to the lives
of market and tradeswomen and the idealization of virginity, gender and
social status dictated all aspects of women’s lives during the middle ages. A
cross-disciplinary resource, Women andGender in Medieval Europeexamines
the daily reality of medieval women from all walks of life in Europe between
450 CE and 1500 CE, i.e., from the fall of the Roman Empire to the discovery
of the Americas. Moving beyond biographies of famous noble women of the
middles ages, the scope of this important reference work is vast and provides
a comprehensive understanding of medieval women’s lives and experiences.
Masculinity in the middle ages is also addressed to provide important context
for understanding women’s roles. Entries that range from 250 words to 4,500
words in length thoroughly explore topics in the following areas: Art and
Architecture Countries, Realms, and Regions Daily Life Documentary Sources
Economics Education and Learning Gender and Sexuality Historiography Law
Literature Medicine and Science Music and Dance Persons Philosophy Politics
Political Figures Religion and eology Religious Figures Social Organization
and Status Wrien by renowned international scholars, Women and Gender in
MedievalEurope is the latest in the Routledge Encyclopedias of the Middle Ages.
Easily accessible in an A-to-Z format, students, researchers, and scholars will
ﬁnd this outstanding reference work to be an invaluable resource on women in
Medieval Europe.
Lies of the land: against and beyond Paul Kingsnorth’s völkis environmentalism
http://libcom.org.libcom.org/blog/lies-land-against-beyond-paulkingsnorth%E2%80%99s-v%C3%B6lkisch-environmentalism-31032017
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e lie of the land: does environmentalism have a future in the age of
Trump? | Books | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2017/mar/18/the-new-lie-of-theland-what-future-for-environmentalism-in-the-age-of-trump
Will Trump’s presidency spell disaster for the climate, or can the green movement seize back the debate?
England, Britain and multiculturalism: an OurKingdom exange | openDemocracy
https://www.opendemocracy.net/article/england-britain-andmulticulturalism-an-ourkingdom-debate
Who needs a constitution? | openDemocracy
https://www.opendemocracy.net/democracy-kingdom/constitution_need_
4636.jsp
Mythos and Logos: a Dark Mountain talk | e Dark Mountain Project
http://dark-mountain.net/blog/key-posts/mythos-and-logos-a-darkmountain-talk/
A network of writers, artists and thinkers centred on the Dark Mountain journal.
Join us in search of new stories for troubled times.
A force that gives us meaning | e Dark Mountain Project
http://dark-mountain.net/blog/a-force-that-gives-us-meaning/
A network of writers, artists and thinkers centred on the Dark Mountain journal.
Join us in search of new stories for troubled times.
Indigenous peoples can manage their forests better than anyone else | Grist
http://grist.org/article/indigenous-people-can-manage-their-forestsbetter-than-anyone-else/
Conservation doesn’t have to undermine social justice.
Wildcat Haven - helping save the Scottish Wildcat
https://www.wildcathaven.com/
Wildcat Haven isn’t just an idea or discussion: it’s an operational, successful
and comprehensive conservation plan that’s already making a diﬀerence
Green MSP Andy Wightman being sued for defamation - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-edinburgh-east-fife-39345781
Green MSP Andy Wightman is being sued for defamation following comments
he made on his blog.
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BBC - Future - How Western civilisation could collapse
http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20170418-how-western-civilisationcould-collapse
Some possible precipitating factors are already in place. How the West reacts to
them will determine the world’s future.
e Truth about Primitive Life: A Critique of Anaro-Primitivism ·
Arive of Radical Conservation History
http://wildism.org/rca/items/show/29
RADCON Archives hosts information and primary source documents about the
radical conservation movement.
Rowdy ’Mystery Hikes’ to Undisclosed Locations Were All the Rage in the
’30s - Atlas Obscura
http://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/mystery-hikes-1930s?utm_source=
facebook.com&utm_medium=atlas-page
Naked mole-rats are now even weirder: Without oxygen, they live like
plants - e Washington Post
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/speaking-of-science/wp/2017/04/
20/naked-mole-rats-are-now-even-weirder-without-oxygen-they-livelike-plants/?tid=ss_fb
If you deprive a naked mole-rat of oxygen, it will be ﬁne for up to 18 minutes.
Scientists have observed epigenetic memories being passed down for 14
generations - ScienceAlert
http://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-have-observed-epigeneticmemories-passed-down-for-14-generations#.WP5GJHoMuDc.twitter
e most ever seen in an animal.&nbsp;
How science and First Nations oral tradition are converging - Tenology
& Science - CBC News
http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/science-first-nations-oral-traditionconverging-1.3862041
Using the oral traditions of Indigenous people, science is conﬁrming what
generations have already known.
Urban ecology | BTO - British Trust for Ornithology
https://www.bto.org/national-offices/scotland/our-work/urban-ecologyresearch
Urban Ecology in Scotland — BiOME Consulting
http://www.biomeconsulting.com/blog/2017/1/26/urban-ecology-inscotland
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’World’s oldest fungus’ raises evolution questions - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-39656089
Fossils found in rock from beneath the sea may be the oldest known fungi by
one to two billion years.
Plastic-eating caterpillar could mun waste, scientists say - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-39694553
A caterpillar that munches on plastic bags could hold the key to tackling plastic
waste, say scientists.
Citizen Subject - Journal #77 November 2016 - e-ﬂux
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/77/77371/citizen-subject/
Introduction: Revisiting the Citizen-Subject | POSTMODERN CULTURE
http://www.pomoculture.org/2015/06/10/introduction-revisiting-thecitizen-subject-2/
Environmentality: Military Maneuvers, the Ecosystem, and the Accidental
| POSTMODERN CULTURE
http://www.pomoculture.org/2015/06/10/environmentality-militarymaneuvers-the-ecosystem-and-the-accidental/
Cults, human sacriﬁce and pagan sex: how folk horror is ﬂowering again
in Brexit Britain | Film | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2017/apr/30/folk-horror-cultssacrifice-pagan-sex-kill-list?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=facebook
From Kill List to Blood on Satan’s Claw, celebrate May Day with a journey into
the dark heart of the English countryside
Autonomia in the Anthropocene
http://saq.dukejournals.org/content/116/2
e midwife who saved intersex babies - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-39780214
Five years ago a midwife in Kenya delivered a child with male and female sexual
organs. e father told her to kill it, but instead she hid it and raised it as her own.
e Physics of Poop - Scientiﬁc American
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-physics-of-poop/
Why it takes you and an elephant the same amount of time to defecate
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Whale Poop Drives Global Nutrient Cycling - Scientiﬁc American
https://www.scientificamerican.com/podcast/episode/whale-poop-drivesglobal-nutrient-cycling/
Whales fertilize ocean surface waters with key nutrients like phosphorus, which
move through the food chain, and eventually, onto land. Christopher Intagliata
reports
Fecal Transplants: What Is Being Transferred?
http://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371%
2Fjournal.pbio.1002503#sec002
Fecal transfers are increasingly common in animal models and humans. is
essay notes that bacteria may not be the only player in donor feces that can
aﬀect the recipient’s biology.
BBC - Earth - ere are diseases hidden in ice, and they are waking up
http://www.bbc.co.uk/earth/story/20170504-there-are-diseases-hidden-inice-and-they-are-waking-up
Long-dormant bacteria and viruses, trapped in ice and permafrost for centuries,
are reviving as Earth’s climate warms
Neoliberalism is a species of fascism | OﬀGuardian
https://off-guardian.org/2016/07/13/neoliberalism-is-a-species-of-fascism/
by Manuela Cadelli, President of the Magistrates’ Union of Belgium, via Defend
Democracy e time for rhetorical reservations is over. ings have to be called
by their name to make it possible for a co-ordinated democratic reaction to be
initiated, above all in the public services. Liberalism was a doctrine derived
from the philosophy of…
e boss who lives as a medieval knight - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-39851253
Jason Kingsley, the boss of games ﬁrm Rebellion, lives his life according to the
rules of a medieval knight’s chivalric code of honour.
What a new university in Africa is doing to decolonise social sciences
http://theconversation.com/what-a-new-university-in-africa-is-doing-todecolonise-social-sciences-77181
It’s important to shi educational discourse in and around Africa in a more
equitable, representative direction.
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ey hate the US government, and they’re multiplying: the terrifying rise
of ’sovereign citizens’ | World news | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/may/15/sovereign-citizensrightwing-terrorism-hate-us-government
While US counter-terrorism eﬀorts remain locked on Islamist extremism, the
growing threat from homegrown, rightwing extremists is even more pressing
Rightwing Extremism: Current Economic and Political Climate Fueling
Resurgence in Radicalization and Recruitment - rightwing.pdf
https://fas.org/irp/eprint/rightwing.pdf
Oregon militia says occupation of wildlife refuge could last ’several years’
| US news | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/jan/04/oregon-militiaammon-bundy-malheur-national-wildlife-refuge
Ammond Bundy says land will serve as base for ‘patriots’ from all over US as
he condemns a government that ‘beat us and took everything from us’
160 Years of Libertarian | Anarist Writers
http://anarchism.pageabode.com/afaq/160-years-libertarian
Un-Identity: Climbing Down the Other Side of Peak Liberalism – you
found me.
https://patmosley.blog/2017/05/14/un-identity-climbing-down-the-otherside-of-peak-liberalism/
A few weeks ago, I got there. Peak liberalism. e moment I accepted that
contemporary liberal politics are anathema to progress, social change, or,
heaven forbid, economic change. Not just in terms of my own personal politics
(that peak was reached years ago), but in terms of any political movement. is
realization was a long-time…
Inside a late-term abortion clinic - BBC ree
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/item/85334987-7fdb-40f2-be39cada35ca6a23?intc_type=singletheme&intc_location=bbcthree&intc_
campaign=bbcthree&intc_linkname=article_abortionclinic_contentcard23
eer eory
http://australianhumanitiesreview.org/archive/Issue-Dec-1996/jagose.html
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A new book ranks the top 100 solutions to climate ange. e results are
surprising. - Vox
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/5/10/15589038/top100-solutions-climate-change-ranked
A chat with Paul Hawken about his ambitious new eﬀort to ”map, measure, and
model” global warming solutions.
Political correctness: how the right invented a phantom enemy | Moira
Weigel | US news | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/nov/30/political-correctnesshow-the-right-invented-phantom-enemy-donald-trump?CMP=
Share_iOSApp_Other
e long read: For 25 years, invoking this vague and ever-shiing nemesis has
been a favourite tactic of the right – and Donald Trump’s victory is its greatest
triumph
e Poetry of Feedba - Journal #82 May 2017 - e-ﬂux
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/82/127862/the-poetry-of-feedback/
Breaking down the barriers: the gut microbiome, intestinal permeability
and stress-related psyiatric disorders
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4604320/
Plants Know ey Are Being Eaten - Business Insider
http://www.businessinsider.com/plants-know-they-are-being-eaten-201410?r=US&IR=T
Vegetarians and vegans pay heed.
e oughts of a Spiderweb
https://www.quantamagazine.org/the-thoughts-of-a-spiderweb-20170523
Spiders appear to oﬄoad cognitive tasks to their webs, making them one of a
number of species with a mind that isn’t fully conﬁned within the head.
How Do We Write the Intellectual History of the Enlightenment?
Spinozism, Radicalism, and Philosophy | Viewpoint Magazine
https://www.viewpointmag.com/2017/05/22/how-do-we-write-theintellectual-history-of-the-enlightenment-spinozism-radicalism-andphilosophy/
e Enlightenment is again the object of debate. We can only rejoice that
traditional interpretations have been questioned. Yet it would be regreable
to replace one doxa with another by artiﬁcially constructing a homogeneous
philosophical tradition and a teleology of philosophical radicalism, linking
Spinoza and the French Revolution and, doubtless further, the contemporary
radical le.
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e Swervers | Alexander R. Galloway
http://cultureandcommunication.org/galloway/the-swervers
e Swervers vs. the F*-Annies | Alexander R. Galloway
http://cultureandcommunication.org/galloway/the-swervers-vs-the-fckannies
Ending the World as We Know It: An Interview with Andrew Culp | boundary 2
http://www.boundary2.org/2016/06/ending-the-world-as-we-know-it-aninterview-with-andrew-culp/
syllabus-2017-Nonhuman.pdf
http://cultureandcommunication.org/galloway/wp-content/uploads/2014/
09/syllabus-2017-Nonhuman.pdf
Majority of Britons think minorities threaten UK culture, report says | UK
news | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/may/25/majority-ofbritons-think-minorities-threaten-uk-culture-report-says?CMP=
Share_AndroidApp_Facebook
Humanitarian index ﬁnds quarter of people believe immigrants take jobs away
while few think PM can solve the refugee crisis
‘Alt-Right’ Is Not a ing. It’s White Supremacy. | e Nation
https://www.thenation.com/article/alt-right-is-not-a-thing-its-whitesupremacy/
e dangerous constellation of extremists in Donald Trump’s coalition demand
more precise language, and closer scrutiny.
Science and Buddhism Agree: ere Is No ”You” ere | Big ink
http://bigthink.com/ideafeed/good-news-science-buddha-agree-theres-noyou
As neuroscience has begun studying the mind, they have looked to those
who have mastered the mind. University of British Columbia researchers
have veriﬁed the Buddhist belief of <em>anaa</em>, or not-self.
e urban farmers battling Bangalore’s concrete jungle - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-india-39968365
Bangalore’s last farmers are surrounded by concrete and millions of people, and
many are giving up.
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Eco-Evo-Devo: developmental symbiosis and developmental plasticity as
evolutionary agents : Nature Reviews Genetics : Nature Resear
http://www.nature.com/nrg/journal/v16/n10/full/nrg3982.html
If we’re not careful, epigenetics may bring ba eugenic thinking
http://theconversation.com/if-were-not-careful-epigenetics-may-bringback-eugenic-thinking-56169
Many take for granted that epigenetics will lead to a more inclusive and equal
society. But there are signs that quite the opposite could be true.
e Le-Overs: How Fascists Court the Post-Le | Anti-Fascist News
https://antifascistnews.net/2017/03/29/the-left-overs-how-fascists-courtthe-post-left/
e Le Overs: How Fascists Court the Post-Le By Alexander Reid Ross A
few months ago, the radical publication, Fih Estate, solicited an article from
me discussing the rise of fascism in recent years. Following their decision to
withdraw the piece, I accepted the invitation of Anti-Fascist News to publish an
expanded version here, with…
Former ELF/Green Scare Prisoner “Exile” Now a Fascist | NYC ANTIFA
https://nycantifa.wordpress.com/2014/08/05/exile-is-a-fascist/
It’s been an open secret for months that Nathan Block (beer known as ”Exile”),
a former Green Scare prisoner who served a number of years in prison for
several Earth Liberation Front actions, has become a fascist. is has been
known not just through numerous personal accounts from Olympia, but from
copious postings on his…
What’s eer About eer Studies Now?
http://socialtext.dukejournals.org/content/23/3-4_84-85.toc
Sisters Uncut have “fully secured” Holloway prison | Freedom News
https://freedomnews.org.uk/sisters-uncut-have-fully-secured-hollowayprison/
Whanganui River - A Legal Entity - Oﬃcial Tourist Site For Whanganui,
NZ
http://www.visitwhanganui.nz/whanganui-river-will-become-legalentity/
e Whanganui River will become an legal entity and have a legal voice under
a agreement signed between Whanganui River Iwi and the Crown.
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e political economy of tenofetishism: Agency, Amazonian ontologies,
and global magic | Hornborg | HAU: Journal of Ethnographic eory
https://www.haujournal.org/index.php/hau/article/view/hau5.1.003
e political economy of technofetishism: Agency, Amazonian ontologies, and
global magic
’Gay’ vultures become parents in Amsterdam zoo - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-40118134
e birds hatched an abandoned egg aer caring for it in their nest at an
Amsterdam zoo.
Anthropocene Reading Group 2016/17 - Political Economy Resear Centre
http://www.perc.org.uk/project_posts/anthropocene-reading-group201617/
Cybergothic vs. Steampunk - Urbanomic
https://www.urbanomic.com/document/cybergothic-vs-steampunkresponse-to-badiou/
Mark Fisher responds to Alain Badiou’s speech on the Paris atrocities of 13
November, 2015
e Romance and Heartbreak of Writing in a Language Not Your Own e New York Times
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/02/books/review/the-romance-andheartbreak-of-writing-in-a-language-not-your-own.html
Leonora Carrington, the British surrealist who died in Mexico City in 2011, was
that rare thing: an author working outside her mother tongue.
On Ableism and Animals – e New Inquiry
https://thenewinquiry.com/on-ableism-and-animals-2/
Bla Sun Rising – e New Inquiry
https://thenewinquiry.com/black-sun-rising/
e Film About Feminism and Witcra at You Need to See | AnOther
http://www.anothermag.com/design-living/9888/the-film-aboutfeminism-and-witchcraft-that-you-need-to-see?utm_content=
buffer19d5b&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebookbfi&utm_
campaign=buffer
Rungano Nyoni, the writer and director behind stunning new ﬁlm I Am Not a
Witch, talks Zambian fairytales, feminist undertones, and ﬁnding her perfect
protagonist
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C. L. R. James in the Age of Climate Change
https://jacobinmag.com/2017/06/moby-dick-clr-james-marinersrenegades-castaways
Radical Municipalism: Demanding the Future | We are Plan C
http://www.weareplanc.org/blog/radical-municipalism-demanding-thefuture/
From Cyborg to Bla Slave: A ﬁnd replace edit by Jade - Google Docs
http://jadedid.com/performingthedigital/2017/06/09/a-cyborg-manifestoof-black-people-in-theory/
Riard Dadd’s Master-Stroke | e Public Domain Review
http://publicdomainreview.org/2012/03/14/richard-dadds-master-stroke/
Elimination of a Picture & its Subject—called e Fellers’ Master Stroke Wikisource, the free online library
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Elimination_of_a_Picture_%26_its_
Subject%E2%80%94called_The_Fellers%27_Master_Stroke
Eduardo Viveiros de Castro: In and Against the Human
http://www.versobooks.com/blogs/3265-eduardo-viveiros-de-castro-inand-against-the-human
Get Real | Frieze
https://frieze.com/article/get-real-0
Art sees itself as facing a crisis of legitimation – can this account for claims to
’authenticity’ being made in shows such as documenta 14?
Is there really a crisis around identity politics on the le? | openDemocracy
https://www.opendemocracy.net/transformation/sofa-gradin/is-therereally-crisis-around-identity-politics-on-left
Property Rights and Bioregionalism | Cato Institute
https://www.cato.org/policy-report/novemberdecember-1994/propertyrights-bioregionalism
e Perils of Rootedness: On Bioregionalism and Right Wing Ecology in
Germany
http://lj.uwpress.org/content/19/1-2/73.short
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Bioregionalism, from the new le to the new right
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/294654844_Bioregionalism_
from_the_new_left_to_the_new_right
Bioregionalism, from the new le to the new right on ResearchGate, the
professional network for scientists.
Confronting Fascist Entryism: Bioregionalism, Le-Hand Path, and the
Brooklyn Commons | Anti-Fascist News
https://antifascistnews.net/2016/10/11/confronting-fascist-entryismbioregionalism-left-hand-path-and-the-brooklyn-commons/
Recently a supporter emailed us to let us know something a lile strange
happening at the H.P. Lovecra Film Festival. Among the Lovecraian horror
authors, R’lyeh themed t-shirt vendors, and various international ﬁlms, the
organizers had invited someone a touch more eccentric. Diabolus Rex is an
occultist from the area who spends his time…
e Emperor’s New Penis
https://www.counterpunch.org/2013/06/21/55123/
e Same Sexual reats, the Same Silence for Women
Paul Lyons: New Le, New Right, and the Legacy of the Sixties
http://www.temple.edu/tempress/titles/1233_reg.html
letter.indd - pielcletter.pdf
http://earthfirstjournal.org/newswire/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2014/02/
pielcletter.pdf
How Derri Jensen’s Deep Green Resistance Supports Transphobia - Decolonizing Yoga
http://www.decolonizingyoga.com/how-derrick-jensens-deep-greenresistance-supports-transphobia/
Specters of Malthus: Scarcity, Poverty, Apocalypse
https://www.counterpunch.org/2007/09/11/specters-of-malthus-scarcitypoverty-apocalypse/
Iain Boal in conversation with David Martinez
Five Must-Reads on the Decline of Western Democracy | Literary Hub
http://lithub.com/five-must-reads-on-the-decline-of-western-democracy/
If (like me) you are both an avid reader and deeply concerned about the west’s
political future, then you will be experiencing bier-sweet feelings nowadays.
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Why is the language of transhumanists and religion so similar? | Aeon
Essays
https://aeon.co/essays/why-is-the-language-of-transhumanists-andreligion-so-similar
e most avid believers in artiﬁcial intelligence are aggressively secular – yet
their language is eerily religious. Why?
”Romantic Disaster Ecology: Blake, Shelley, Wordsworth” | Romantic Circles
http://www.rc.umd.edu/praxis/disaster/HTML/praxis.2012.morton.html
Our world appears to be on the brink of disaster, an appearance that is itself
disastrous. e disaster of disaster is that disaster is everywhere, all the
time: while on the one hand it appears obvious that disaster should be the
exception that proves the rule of a generally non-disastrous world, in actuality
no non-disastrous moment arrives. Like a deer in the headlights, thinking is
paralyzed by disaster. Do Romantic texts reinforce this problematic state of
aﬀairs, or resist it, and if so, how?
Vivek Chibber — Rescuing Class From the Cultural Turn
http://catalyst-journal.com/vol1/no1/cultural-turn-vivek-chibber.html
Man severely burned aer falling in Yellowstone hot spring - BBC News
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-40292212
A 21-year-old man is in hospital aer falling into one of the park’s famous
thermal features.
Brometheanism | Alexander R. Galloway
http://cultureandcommunication.org/galloway/brometheanism
e Dut Have Solutions to Rising Seas. e World Is Wating. - e
New York Times
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/06/15/world/europe/climatechange-rotterdam.html?smid=fb-nytimes&smtyp=cur
In the waterlogged Netherlands, climate change is considered neither a hypothetical nor a drag on the economy. Instead, it’s an opportunity.
BBC Radio 4 - Natural Histories - What Are Tardigrades?
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/
1T3nsvDlwBqDS8TBzSGZPrV/what-are-tardigrades
Ten tough facts about the sci-ﬁ heroes of the natural world.
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Diane Torr obituary | Art and design | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2017/jun/29/diane-torrobituary?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other
Drag king and gender activist whose performances and writing blazed a trail in
feminist theatre and lesbian culture
Le Wing Earth Liberation Front Advocates Extremist Agenda | Southern
Poverty Law Center
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/intelligence-report/2001/leftwing-earth-liberation-front-advocates-extremist-agenda
Taking a page from the radical right, the eco-radical Earth Liberation Front
says it is targeting the federal government and even ’liberal democracy’ itself.
Anti-Immigration Hate Group Representative Pie’d at Dallas Earth Day |
Earth First! Newswire
http://earthfirstjournal.org/newswire/2015/05/04/anti-immigration-hategroup-representative-pied-at-dallas-earth-day/
Greenwashing anti-immigration, this representative gets pie’d at an expo.
Whites, Jews, and Us | e MIT Press
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/whites-jews-and-us
Marwa Arsanios’s <i>Who is afraid of ideology? Part I</I>
https://walkerart.org/magazine/guerrilla-landscapes-marwa-arsaniosswho-is-afraid-of-ideology-part-i
is is the Muslim tradition of sci-ﬁ and speculative ﬁction | Aeon Ideas
https://aeon.co/ideas/think-sci-fi-doesnt-belong-in-the-muslim-worldthink-again
ink invisible men, time travel, ﬂying machines and journeys to other planets
are the product of the European or ‘Western’ imagination? Open One ousand
and One Nights – a collection of folk tales compiled during the Islamic Golden
Age, from th…
Isonomia and the Origins of Philosophy | Duke University Press
https://www.dukeupress.edu/isonomia-and-the-origins-of-philosophy
Prometheus 2.0: Frankenstein Conquers the World!
http://www.furtherfield.org/features/prometheus-20-and-our-godcomplex
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Moving towards Meta-Politics: Notes on Alain Badiou’s Political Criticism
http://criticallegalthinking.com/2017/04/11/moving-towards-metapolitics-notes-alain-badious-political-criticism/
Since the publication of Being and Event in 1988, Alain Badiou has established
himself as inarguably the most ambitious philosopher in the Continental trad
History and Historical Mystiﬁcation: Critical Observations on Badiou’s
Politics
http://criticallegalthinking.com/2017/06/29/history-historicalmystification-critical-observations-badious-politics/#_edn2
Alain Badiou is one of continental philosophy’s most original and creative
minds. His politics can be understood as evading both the temptations of analyti
‘e secret garden’: Artists, bohemia and gentriﬁcation in the Ouseburn
Valley, Newcastle upon Tyne, UKEuropean Urban and Regional Studies James Whiting, Kevin Hannam, 2017
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/
0969776416643750#articleShareContainer
Research has pointed to the importance of artists in the early stages of gentriﬁcation; however, few studies have examined speciﬁcally the meaning of gentriﬁ…
How an obscure Austrian philosopher saw through our empty rhetoric
about ’sustainability’
https://theconversation.com/how-an-obscure-austrian-philosopher-sawthrough-our-empty-rhetoric-about-sustainability-77884
Every day brings new calls for sustainability, as humanity’s actual behaviour
moves ever further away from it. What can we learn from an obscure Austrian
philosopher?
Kropotkin’s eory of Mutual Aid in Historical Context - Kinna.pdf
http://www.leedugatkin.com/files/1814/0803/2290/Kinna.pdf
e eory of Island Biogeography - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Theory_of_Island_Biogeography
e Wolves of Vinland Badasses Dare You to Rewild Yourself
http://www.blueridgeoutdoors.com/go-outside/eco-punks-the-wolves-ofvinland-badasses-dare-you-to-re-wild-yourself/
Find out how a crew of motley young savages is laying the foundation for an
alternate way of living on the James River of Lynchburg, VA.
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WOLVES OF VINLAND — Peter Beste
http://www.peterbeste.com/wov/knxwyw44ld4dunujku8pmcfq4d7lrm
is is a small preview of a new book I am working on about the Wolves
of Vinland, who are a ”tribe of folkish heathens” with chapters in Cascadia
(OR/WA), Appalachia (VA), and Windborn (WY/CO). Much more to come soon.
Wolves of Vinland - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolves_of_Vinland
Gay universalism, homoracialism and Â«Â marriage for allÂ Â»
http://www.decolonialtranslation.com/english/gay-universalismhomoracialism-and-marriage-for-all.html
Dis-taste An alternative tea ceremony of water, soil and waste – Water
Works Barrhead
http://barrheadwaterworks.co.uk/dis-taste-an-alternative-tea-ceremonyof-water-soil-and-waste/
e reproduction crisis and the birth of a new “out of law” proletariat (an
interview with Silvia Federici) | Leeast
http://www.criticatac.ro/lefteast/the-reproduction-crisis-and-the-birth-ofa-new-out-of-law-proletariat-an-interview-with-silvia-federici/
An Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Experiment_on_a_Bird_in_the_Air_
Pump
Climate Apocalypse Vs. Liberal Utopianism: e Arguments For and
Against the End of the World | Novara Media
http://novaramedia.com/2017/07/12/climate-apocalypse-vs-liberalutopianism-the-arguments-for-and-against-the-end-of-the-world/
Earth Will Cross the Climate Danger reshold by 2036 - Scientiﬁc American
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/earth-will-cross-the-climatedanger-threshold-by-2036/
e rate of global temperature rise mayhave hit a plateau, but a climate crisis
still looms in the near future
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How New York Mag’s Climate Disaster Porn Gets it Painfully Wrong
https://medium.com/@aldatweets/new-york-mags-disaster-porn-gets-itpainfully-wrong-33f49e039999
e New York magazine piece “e Uninhabitable Earth” by David WallaceWells selectively fetishizes natural science and is socially and politically
hopeless. I’ll leave the science to Michael Mann…
Climate scientists just debunked deniers’ favorite argument | Dana Nuccitelli | Environment | e Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/climate-consensus-97-percent/2017/jun/28/climate-scientists-just-debunked-deniers-favoriteargument
Dana Nuccitelli: And in the process, illustrated the diﬀerence between skepticism
and denial
How humans are driving the sixth mass extinction | Environment | e
Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/radical-conservation/2015/
oct/20/the-four-horsemen-of-the-sixth-mass-extinction
Scientists have been warning for decades that human actions are pushing life
on our shared planet toward mass extinction. Such extinction events have
occurred ﬁve times in the past, but a bold new paper ﬁnds that this time would
be fundamentally diﬀerent. Fortunately, there’s still time to stop it.
Andrew Ure - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Ure
Haﬀ 2014 Humans and Tenology in the Anthropocene.pdf
http://pne.people.si.umich.edu/PDF/Haff%202014%20Humans%20and%
20Technology%20in%20the%20Anthropocene.pdf
Rewilding: Science, Practice, and Politics | Annual Review of Environment
and Resources
http://www.annualreviews.org/doi/full/10.1146/annurev-environ-102014021406#_i24
On Climate / Borders / Survival / Care / Struggle | base
http://www.basepublication.org/?p=474
Lies of the land: against and beyond Paul Kingsnorth’s völkis environmentalism
https://libcom.org/blog/lies-land-against-beyond-paul-kingsnorth%E2%
80%99s-v%C3%B6lkisch-environmentalism-31032017
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How to queer ecology and the environmental movement | Grist
http://grist.org/article/2011-03-28-sex-geese-and-the-queering-ofecology/
Orion Magazine | How to eer Ecology: One Goose at a Time
https://orionmagazine.org/article/how-to-queer-ecology-once-goose-at-atime/
I ONCE THOUGHT I KNEW what nature writing was: the prey, sublime stuﬀ
minus the parking lot. e mountain majesty and the soaring eagle and the
ancient
Ecology - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecology#History
A Symbiotic View of Life: We Have Never Been Individuals: e arterly
Review of Biology: Vol 87, No 4
http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/full/10.1086/668166
(47) eer Ecology | Tim Morton - Academia.edu
https://www.academia.edu/1050754/Queer_Ecology
Glasgow Anti-fascists shut down Generation Identity meeting on Vimeo
https://vimeo.com/227094885
Glasgow based working class activists, and members of militant antifascist
groups became aware that Generation Identity were trying to have their ﬁrst
meeting in…
Dialectic of Dark Enlightenments: e Alt-Right’s Place in the Culture Industry - Los Angeles Review of Books
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/dialectic-of-dark-enlightenments-thealt-rights-place-in-the-culture-industry/
Did the professional managerial class give us the alt-right? Catherine Liu on
Angela Nagle’s ”Kill All Normies.”
Healthy Soil Microbes, Healthy People - e Atlantic
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2013/06/healthy-soilmicrobes-healthy-people/276710/
e microbial community in the ground is as important as the one in our guts.
A Marxist case for intersectionality | SocialistWorker.org
https://socialistworker.org/2017/08/01/a-marxist-case-for-intersectionality
Intersectionality is deﬁned in very diﬀerent ways, but the concept as developed
by Black feminists can help advance Marxist theory and practice.
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Jellyﬁsh blooms linked to oﬀshore gas platforms and wind farms | New
Scientist
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2142322-jellyfish-bloomslinked-to-offshore-gas-platforms-and-wind-farms/?utm_term=
Autofeed&utm_campaign=Echobox&utm_medium=Social&cmpid=SOC%
7CNSNS%7C2017-Echobox&utm_source=Twitter#link_time=1501526196
Vast blooms of jellyﬁsh are becoming increasingly common – perhaps because
human-made oﬀshore platforms act as ideal nursery grounds for young jellies
From the Enlightenment to the Dark Ages: How “new atheism” slid into
the alt-right - Salon.com
http://www.salon.com/2017/07/29/from-the-enlightenment-to-the-darkages-how-new-atheism-slid-into-the-alt-right/
A movement supposedly commied to science and reason has decayed into
racism, misogyny and intolerance. I’m done
What the ctenophore says about the evolution of intelligence | Aeon Essays
https://aeon.co/essays/what-the-ctenophore-says-about-the-evolution-ofintelligence
e ctenophore’s brain suggests that, if evolution began again, intelligence
would re-emerge because nature repeats itself
e Call for Gender Abolition: From Materialist Lesbianism to Gay Communism
https://blindfieldjournal.com/2017/07/31/the-call-for-gender-abolitionfrom-materialist-lesbianism-to-gay-communism/
By Jules Joanne Gleeson Here in Vienna, there are two permanent feminist
centres: the Frauen Zentrum (Womens’ Centre), and Frauen Cafe (also known
as F*Cafe). e Frauen Cafe was founded by a younger generation of feminists,
and permits entry to all ‘Frauen Lesbens Intersexuelle Trans*’ (FLIT). Last year
I ran a Revolutionary Feminist Reader group…
Towards a gay communism - Mario Mieli
https://libcom.org/library/gay-communism-mario-mieli
We Already Tried Libertarianism - It Was Called Feudalism - Roosevelt
Institute
http://rooseveltinstitute.org/we-already-tried-libertarianism-it-wascalled-feudalism/
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Seasteading | Online Only | n+1
https://nplusonemag.com/online-only/online-only/seasteading/
Ephemerisle was its own lile beehive of decadence, a ﬂoating pillow fort
saturated in sex and so drugs. It billed itself as a “gathering of people
interested in the possibility of permanent experimental ocean communities,” but
felt more like Burning Man, if Burners frolicked in the tears of Ludwig Von Mises.
e Agricultural Proletariat
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1845/condition-workingclass/ch12.htm
What Gut Bacteria Do to the Human Brain - e Atlantic
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2015/06/gut-bacteria-on-thebrain/395918/
Some researchers believe that the microbiome may play a role in regulating how
people think and feel.
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